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U. 8. Senate, Feb. 29, 1864.
The consideration of the joint resolution to
equable the pay of soldiers in the United States
army was resumed as in Committee of the Whole,
the pending question being on the amendment of
Mr. Wilson to the amendment of Mr. ColUmer,
and Mr. Fessenden spoke as follows:
Mb. President: 1 desire to say a few words in
relation to this matter, rather with a view that
uiy own jiosition in regard to it may be understood than for any other reason, inasmuch as I
feel called upon to vote sometimes against what
might seem to be just in itself, taken by itself.
In order that 1 may make myself understood, 1
will, with the Jiermissiou of the Semite, say a
few words with reference to the position of the
bill, and I call the attention of my friend from
Massachusetts [Mr. Wilson] to the subject, in
order that if I in any degree misstate him he
may correct
Some two
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me.

years ago when we passed the original bill for the enlistment and employment of
persons of African descent into the Army, we
provided a definite, fixed sum per moi.tli, for
their payment. At that time, as is well known
—the honorable Senator from Massachusetts
knows it as well as anybody—there was a difference of opinion upon the subject. That bill,
if 1 remember rightly, was passed at
quite a late
period of the session of 18(52. It. was my opinion at that time, whether
expressed publicly or
not I do not know, but
certainly expressed in
conversation to him and to my friend from Iowa
[Mr. Grimes] who, I think, did speak his sentiments as well as my own on the
subject, that
the black troops thus raised ought to be
put
upon an equality in ail respects with the white;
not that we were of
opinion that in all eases
they would earn the same pay and would deserve it, for in some cases I was of
opinion then
that they would not, tor the simple reasoa th ,t
taking the slaves on tile Mississippi they could
live much cheaper thau whit*soldiers,and for the
further reason that the Government was doing a
great deal more for their wives and children.
Nevertheless I was of opinion at that time that
they ought to be put ujiou the same level in order that there should be no ground for any distinction by tbe enemy between colored troops
and white troops, that it should not lie in their
mouths to say that we ourselves had made a
distinction, mid that therefore they were at liberty to consider them upon any other footing
than the regular soldiers of the United States.
My friend, the chairman of the Military Committee, was not of that opinion at that time, as
he will remember. He thought that the amount
fixed in that bill was ample; and be thought,
moreover, which undobtedly was the controlling
reason in his mind, that there would be
danger
in making an amendment providing for giving
the colons! troops tlie same pay, as we might by
so doing possibly lose the bill itself
through the
lapse of time. That being the opinion of the
Committee on Military Atlaira, we did not make
any strenuous objection to tbe bill us it stood,
and it was passed; I remaining, however, of the
same opinion then as I am now.
Under that bill a very largtynumber of our
men have been
employed; a large number of
those who were formerly slaves have been employed, and have been employed wijh their free
consent; and in some of the free States colored
men have been
employed with the perfect knowledge aud understanding of what the nruviMionM
uf the bill were, that they were to receive ten
dollars a month and no bounty; Opinions differ as to the number, but perhaps fifty or sixty
thousand uf them have been enlisted; most of
them, the large mass, understanding perfectly
the amount they were to receive, content with it,
making no objection to it, for the reason undoubtedly that they understood as well as we,
tiiat the differences had existed which I have
stated.
It seems, however, that notwithstanding our
law, under permission given by the Secretary of
War to the Governor of Massachusetts, two
were raised in Massachusetts, and
regiments
raised under enlistment papers specifying that
were
to
receive the same pay, &c., as other
they
volunteers. The honorable Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Sumner] undertook to show
that was done
legally and projierly, whether
permisoioh was given or not. I think lie (ailed
to show it to the satisfaction of the Senate, and
1 think he was mistaken iu the view he took of
the law. The Governor of Massachusetts, however, gave the uuthority, ami two regiments
were thus enlisted aud mustered into the service.
Two other regiments were enlisted iu South Carolina, called the first and second South Carolina,
1 think, the Colonel of one of them and
perhaps
the other officers being from Massachusetts, and
the other commanded by Coluuel
Montgomery.
I have been furnished in a letter written to me
by one of those officers, with the original authority from the War Department under which,
as it is said, those two regiments were
enlisted,
aud I will read it to the Senate. It was addressed to General Saxton:
YOU are also authorized to arm. uuifurm.equip
aud receive iuto the service of the l1 cited state* such

number of volunteers of Afrioun descent as you may
deem expedient, not exceeding live thousand, and
luav detail officers to instruct them iu military drill,
aud duty, and commaud them.
"The persons so received into service and their officers to be entitled to and receive the same pay anti
rations as are allowed by law to volunteer* in the
EDWIN M STANTON,
service.
Secretary of War.”
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Now, ill regard to these cases, allow me to say
us to the two regiments from Massachusetts,
that l do not understand that under any authority given by the Secretary of War, the Governor of Massachusetts was authorized to promise them any more than ten dollars a mouth.
Nevertheless he did so, that is to say, the papers
were drawn up in that form, and it was so unIt seems to them very hard, that
derstood
they cannot receive the thirteen dollar* a month
like other,, soldiers. I understand with regard
to the South Carolina regiments, that fur a time
they were paid the thirteen dollars a mouth, and
finally it was cut down to ten dollars a month,
and that now there is some apprehension that
the over-payment, as it is called, of the three
dollars before is to be taken trorn their pay
which may be received after this time.
In the lust case it would be more manifestly
unjust that they Bhuuld not be paid from the liethe thirteen dollars a month; aud us
giuning
has been contended by the Senator from Vermont,if the two Massachusetts regiments were
thus enlisted as it is said, and mustered iuto the
service under that enlistment, and no objection
whatever was made to the contract thus made
by them, as between them and us it is manifestly just and proper that they should be paid the
thirteen dollars a month. I do not undertake te
dispute that, aud have not from the beginning;
but they are individual cases. There may bt
one or two other regiments in the same category. I will »ay to my honorable friend from
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Kansas that under the circumstances of which
he has spoken the Kansas
regiment having been
enlisted, as I understand, and mustered into
service before the law of 1802 was
passed, and
having performed the service, are manifestly,
without any law, entitled to be paid the same as
other soldiers. He has no need of any amendment in regard to them, if the time of their enlistment was, as 1 understand it to have been,
before the passage of the law of which I have
been speaking.
Mr. Lane of Kansas. I will ask the Senator
from Maine what remedy these men have except
by an appeal to Congress. The War Department has decided not to pay them.
Mr. Fessenden. I am not speaking of what
the War Department has decided.
They, of
course, cannot go and put their hands into the
Treasury: but l say they are entitled to be paid,
in my judgment.
Mr. Lane, of Kansas. Then I hope the Senator will not be afraid to
say so.
Mr. Fesseuden. If the Seuator will hear me
through, he will find probably what I do intend
to say about it.
There are the two Massachusetts regiments, the two South Carolina
regiments, and the Kansas regiment, entitled to
claim the thirteen dollars for the whole time of
their service, and there may be one or two
others in the same position.
Take them altogether, however, they are a very small number
compared with the great moss of colored men
who have l*een enlisted.
Hut now what is the remedy of my honorable friend from Massachusetts, [Mr.
Wilson,]
and it is this to which I wish to call his attention. He brought in a bill here providing in the
first part of it that the colored soldiers hereafter
enlisted into the service of the United States
should be put upon the same ground in all particulars with the white soldiers. To that 1 expressed my immediate assent. It carried out
my original idea.
To be sure they made a contract, and notwithstanding they had made a
contract 1 was perfectly willing, and so expressed
myself, that they should be placed upon the
same level with the white
troops, because the
original reason held good, and that was that I
feared the effect upon them that might be produced if we made a distinction between them and
our othei
What I objected to was the
troops.
other clause, which was, my friend will remember, in general terms, and embraedff not only
the two Massachusetts regiments and the South
Carolina regiments, but embraced all the colored
troops, the whole sixty thousand, whether they
wanted the increase or not, whether there was
any mistake about it in regard to them or not.
I inquired at that time whelher it was so or not,
and the honorable chairman of the Military
Committee said yes, it was.
1 called his attention aud the attention of the Senate to it. I felt
H/.iirwI
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Senator,

but from the jMjsition that has been
assigned me here to keep a careful watch on
bills making appropriations of the public money,
because I am understood to look a little at the
matter of money.
He did
My friend’* remedy was a bad one.
not choose to take up the case of hi* two Massachusetts regiments and the two S*ruth Carolina
regiment* aud put them in a bill by themselves,
and include with them any others who might he
in the same category; but he brought in a sweeping clause to put uil the colored men, the slaves
on the Mississippi river, and all that large number who had been enlisted anywhere, aud to go
back to the date of their original enlistment,aud
to pay them all from the beginning thirteen dollars a month. 'That showed itself to the Senate
to be manifestly improper. The honorable Senator’s colleague [Mr. Sumner] expressed at the
time of that debate his willingness to assent to
the distinction to be made. He did not claim,
and he said he did not claim, that all should be
paid on that category; hut he was willing that
it should he confined to those who were placed
iu those peculiar circumstances under a contract
to receive a larger amount.
Everybody else assented to the propriety of the suggestion.
The
honorable Senutor himself assented to it.
The objection that 1 made then and that I
make now is to a general clause
covering such
immense ground, and introduced merely with a
view to provide for the few regiments that stood
before us in the peculiar attitude occupied by
those which I have named.
•:-*
an
Is
Is not that what was in the honorable Senator’s
mind aud iu the mind of his colleague’
They
wished to provide for individual cases.
They
were told iu the Semite Chamber by gentlemen
around me in ordiuary conversation, “Bring in
your bill to provide for your special cases aud
we will consider aud pass it, but we canuot put
a clause upon this hill which will cover a million
or a million anil a half or two million dollars,
and be applicable to somu forty or fifty thousand
men who perfectly understood at the time of
their enlistment what they were to receive, and
who have never complained of it and never
asked for any more.’’ That is substantially the
in which it stood aud the objection that
made, and to the correctness und propriety of
which they acceded at the time.
Again the question comes up. I have received
some letters, very proper letters, from officers
of the SonHi Cawdina regiments explaining the
position iu which they stood. If that enlistment
was such us is claimed under the
authority
given which I have read, (although there was
no power to give it if it was after our law was
passed,) the contruct ought to be kept. It is
like other cases of misapprehension, aud if they
enlisted under those circumstances they should
receive the thirteen dollars a month.
If the
regiments which were enlisted in Massachusetts
have been received into the service and mustered in, as they undoubtedly have been, aud
rendered most gallant aud noble service too,
although there was no original authority to
promise them the thirteen dollars, it was a misas a
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rcortved they should be paid accepting
1 do uot dispute that; but

contract.

properly

their
have
here that in
to

we

established tiie principle
these general bills intended to cover general
and
grounds
provide for masses, we will not
nave, if it is possible to prevent it, amendments
Jjroviding for individual cases. Why? Because
in making those amendments we are apt to
carry them a great deal further than we intended. Now let me ask the Senator from Massachusetts what would have been the effect if the
Senate had acted on bis bill without attention
being called to it? Did lie intend to pay the
forty or tift/thousand men on the Mississippi,
if there areas many as that,who enlisted uuder•tandingly for ten dollars a month? Yet that
would have been the effect of it.
When the Senate had pretty much come to a
conclusion on the subject, m> honorable friend
from Vermont comes up with another case. The
case is a strong one.
I told him at the time that
I considered it so, that it ought to be provided
hut
I
to
for;
suggested him that even he probably did not understand how far his own amendment would extend, and this morning he comes
ill admitting the fact that it extended the Lord
knows where,over all the States except the slave
States and included freemen and slaves and all
others who came within the description in his
amendment, and upon that there liuve been one
or two more amendments
placed,und the Senator
from Kansas lias still another. It shows the imof
such
propriety
legislation, and that is what l
object to. We never shall know where wc arc,
we never can tell in what condition the Treasury is unless we have each of these cases examined by itself and placed upon its footing, und
not stuck on to these
general bills and passed in
a hurry on the
explanations given by individual
members, who think they have a very clear
idea of it, but caunot have ideas for other

people.
Now, sir, what I ask li, that this bill which
provides fur placing all our troops on an equality
shall be passed by itself; and 1 am eveu content
to go back to the let day of
January* and place
the colored troops on the .same level in all
particulars, if you will, as the white troops from
that time, except in regard to bounty; and even

to that I am willing to pay the bounty if it is
thought best by the Senate, for 1 do uot like to
have any distinctions made; and I shall not be
particular on that point. Pass the bill and settle the principle as it ought to be settled; place
the colored troops on the same level with the
white troops in all coses; let them receive the
same nay and rations and everything else.
1
have oeen in favor of it from the beginning; and
I preceded the honorable Senators from Massachusetts upon that point; and I adhere to my
original position in relation to it.
What I object to is, that after you have made
a contract
understandingly with men, and a
contract beneficial to them, with which they arj
contented, you shall, merely uj»on an idea, put
your hands into the Treasury, go back to their
original enlistment, and pay them money which
they do not ask for, and which they ought not
to receive if
they have been well paid, as they
have been substantially.
I am opposed to it
because we are in no condition to do it. We
cannot afturd to deal in that
way with subjects
relating to money. Neither is it just unless you
extend it further.
1 ask w hether we should have hod such an
uproar throughout the
country if this amendment
had been in regard to three or four or more
white regiments, to go back and pay them an

as

additional sum front the time of their enlistment,
l the principle had been objected to? It would
not have excited in my judgment any remark or
any feeling: and neither would this if it had not
been entirely misrepresented and misunderstood
from the beginning. We all know that the white
troops are not all upon the same level. They
have received different amounts of bounty.
If
I remember rightly, the pay of those who first
entered the service was only eleven dollars a
month. It was afterwards raised to thirtetu
dollars; but we have never had a proposition to
go back and pay those original soldiers their
thirteen dollars from the beginning. The bounties our first troops received were the merest
trifle in the world; and the most of them have
nearly served out their period of three years;
and there has been no proposition to put them
on an equality with those to shorn we
pay four
or five hundred dollars, and to whom the towns
arc paying as much more.
If this out-cry that
has been made for justice to the colored man is
to prevail to the extent proposed,let us have the
same kind of justice for the white
man, and go
back and equalize everybody from ,the beginIf that were proposed generally you
ning.
would perceive very soon where your Treasury
would be under such circumstances.
Although 1 am in favor of the proposition of
my honorable Iriend from Vermont, I hope he
will withdraw his amendment ami take a separate bill upon which these special cases can be
put, because he has already seen that he has had
proposition after proposition put upon it, and
he will have, in whatever shape lie chooses to
place it.
Mr. Collamer. If it is offered as a private
bill, the same amendments may be proposed.
Mr. Fessenden. A private bill can gather in
the cases, and then they cun be understood, aud
if it is sent to a committee they can put in that
bill all the cases which need correction, and they
will not be examined in the Senate merely loosely
and carelessly. I wish to see this bill carry out
its original idea, do that which should have
been done at first, place all the soldiers of the
on an equality, and leave the questions
Republic
which have since arisen, leave the hard cases to
be taken care of on their own merits as they
will be.
Sir, there is no sort of backwardness in the
Senate or in the House of Representatives to do
justice to our soldiers, whether colored or otherwise. There never has been the slightest hesitation in any quarter.
We have not only been
disposed to be just, but to be generous to" them.
There has been no delay that should be complained of. To be sure, letters which we receive
say this thing is put oft' and delayed, mid men
are suffering.
They come from men who do not
understand the business of Congress.
We cannot do all things in a day. They have not yet
found out at the other end of the aveuue that
an
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it very frequently happens that matters
which ure under consideration for a month,
and put otf until the last moment before they are
seut to Congress, are sent with a reqnest that
they shall be passed through immediately, for
there is great haste. It must be understood that
deliberative bodies necessarily require time, and
that with the amount of business that in before
us we cannot even do justico
instantly to any set
of men, Time is necessarily required for the
consideration of the measures presented to us.
cause

[Here Mr.

Fessenden closed his remarks, but
Mr. Buinncr insisted that though the Mass. Colored regiments were enlisted after the law limi-

ting

the pay of such troops was parsed, they
were legally entitled to the same pay as white
soldiers, and were not enlisted under the law of
’02 but of an antecedent statute, Mr. Fessenden

rejoined

as

follows.]
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been speaking, and the danger of making such
amendments to hills designed to accomplish a
general purpose, and which have been considered
with that view; but we are called upon to act
on individual statements with
regard to which
we only know that the gentleman who makes
them believes them to be true.
It was under that idea, as the Senator from
Massachusetts [Mr. Sumner] well knows, thut
when he proposed his amendment the other day
allowing everybody to come in who hail been
induced to believe or led to suppose that be was
to receive thirtecu dollars a month, it received
no vote but his own.
The proposition was so
manifestly a strange one, covering nobody
could tell whom, one that it was impossible to
reduce to a certainty, throwing everything
open for extraneous evidence sucli as could lie
admitted, that it received no support in the
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small churches, vestry*, or parlors,
them for sale to the citizens of Portland and

The manufacturers have the written testimony ol
hundred of the best Organists and Musicians,
foreign and native, to the effect that they are
superior to any Instruments of the kind that they
have over *een. Among the testi i.ouials of such as
Thalberg, Morgan and Zundel, is the following* from

Gottschalk:
‘•Mmspks. Mabos k Hamlin:-I congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to find its way into
household of taste and refinement that

GOTTSCHALK.

New York, 22d Sept., 1863.
These Instruments may be found at the Musio
Room* of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers’ {trices.

H. S. EDWARDS,
No. 949 1-3 Stewart*! Block. Congress Bt
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Stock and

KID AND GOAT STOCK
Having had largo experience, and be-

ing importers

and manufacturers, enables us to sell
the same articles as low as they can be bought iu
Boston. We have always takcu e-pecirfl
pains to
give our customers It Kill ABLE GOODS, and believe uoue have given belter satisfaction.
Country
dealers are invited to examine our stock before purchasing. Particular attention given to orders received by mail.
feblO dfcw3m

diT WOOD,
FOH CASH,

pabt of theuitt
or mao MOUNTAIN LKBIOB,
BAZKLTON LKUIOB,
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LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
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$9.50-•••CHEAP COAX.••• 89.00

SAWYER St WHITNEY.
mohlO’eSdly
small price than a
large one.”
a

ZUNDER,

Office,

(FOX BLOCK)

No. 81 middle Strict,
rush to their

NEW DRY GOODS STORE.
the people of Portland and vicinity
at a
where they can buy as cukaf
Yorwor Boston, and where they cau pur*
chase DRY GOODS on the most reasonable terms?
Those who have given them a trial usually come
back again and remain standing customers, thereby
showing conclusively that a fair and honorable
treatment is by them highly appreciated.

place

NEW GOODS !
Received from New York daily.
Justin, a lot of (Toths and Reavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by the yard, cut and made up into
the most fashiouable Styles, at the lowtttjigurti.

signatures.
Each party obtaining

Pipe

a

;

Cloths

contract will be

GEO. D. RAMSAY,
Equipment".”
Brigadier General. Chief of 6rduauce.

FOB BOYS’ AND MEN S WEAK.

patterns,

u<l Futurtt, Nil] (tearing Shaftiag,

Large

Linens, Towelinga, Linen
Cambric Handkerchiefs, and hue Merino Ladies’
Black Hose just received.

1 he time for
oi proposals under the above
advertisement for Horse Equipment is postponed
until the 20th Inst., and the first delivery until
April 9th, 18C4.
GEO. D. RAMSAY,
Brig. Gen. Chief of Orduance.

Honses, Stores, and other buildings, titled with
tias aad 8team in the beet manner.
In connection with the above Is an Iron
Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Millwrigtits.and Ship-Buildere is invited—and ail kinds ot
Castings furnished
at short notice.

WOrders for Machine Jobbing, Patterns and

Forgings, promptly

ensealed.
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to look at them if you want to
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TU5T WHAT EVERY BODY WANTS.
•I
OUR NEW POCKET ALBUM.
( FOU SoLDlEll AND CIVILIAN.)
Sixtu
n
Pictures, is the cheapest and best
Holding
Pocket Album ever offered to the public.
mail
to
Sent by
any address, po»t-paid, on receipt

NEW DRY GOODS STORE!
(FOX

BLOCK),

No. 81 RIDDLE

STREET,

IKEAB Tllli POST OFFICE.)

j ot seventy-live cents.

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,
dtc4 dtf

mail
It can be tilled with pictures (16) and seut
to soldiers in the army, or friends anywhere in Uncle Sam’s domains at the very trifling sum of Thirty
Cents postage. All orders promptly tilled by
SAMUEL BOWLES A COMPANY.
Photograph Album Manufacturers.
mcU8UJtAwSc
tFKiNoviKLD, Mass.

!

PORTLAND, Maim.

SHERIDAN^

"Wsuited.!
Second-Hand Candle
At No. 90

Jan7 dtf

Vo Itlunutiu’tiirei’s.
subscriber being in correspondence with an
Emigration Agent in Birmingham, England,
a

long

time

will

obtain through that Agency Artisans or Workmen
of all classes with promptness and dispatch.
March

9,1804

ti'

EDWARD SHAVY.
102 Middle street, Portland.

Deck Plunk.
M 2).3andS|ineh SEASONED WHITE
PINE DECK I’LAoK at Bangor, tor
sale by
S. C. DYKK.
t'eb25 dim*
No 8 Central Wbarf.

orwi
4UU

XV a uteri lium

A

*riiitl<-ly.

second band strum Engine,
horse bower. Luuuire of

feb!9 dtf

of thirty to forty

UIOHT fc DYES
3| Union Wharf.

■

a ale or

STEAM

AND

Kctail.

GAS

Don# In the beet

FITTING,

lannnar.

WorknS Union Bt„ and U> * 38b Tore St.
PORTLAND. Mk

lalMtf

P.rtlaaad, Mo.
ictatr

__

C.

FERNALD,

A

stocked with young and

fiMTIST,
No. 170 Mi tl<ll
Street.
Kbvsrbncks.Dr*. Bacon and Bbbsliii.

Portland, May 26,1868.
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ARE

Please leave your order* at No. 6 South street
feta* dSm

and Cut Flowers,
BoquetsWKEATIIS
CROSSES,

AND
tastelully arranged and made to order at my establishment] cornet of North and Montreal streets,
Hill
Bcquets may always be found at
Lowell A Senter’s, Exchange street. All order*
left there will be promptly attended to.

IjUJNKKAL

Munjoy

ALBERT D1KWANGER, Florist.

frnit tree# in full

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE.

Good Location for

a

Hotel.

valuable and centrally located Hoot#
and Lot, No. 31 India street, for so
many
owned
and occupied by General Samuyears
el Fessenden, is offered for sale.
The Lot is "U feet on ludia street, extending back
171 feet—containing n
tarty 12 000 Ibet of laud. The
House is three storied, is in good repair, and con-

MThat

tains fitteeu rooms, besides many closets and other

conveniences; has gas fixtures throughout; it alto
has a large flow of PURE AQUEDUCT WATER,
which is very desirable; also a large Wood Housa
and Barn.
This a good piece of property upon which to make

improvements.

It

be

may

fitted

CLASS BOARDING HOUSE,
CLASS UOTF.L.

for
a

HR3*1

a

SECOND

or

Its near proximity to the terminus of the Grand
Trunk Railway and to the wharves of the Boetoa
and other steamers, makes the location a desirable
one for a Hotel..
This lot might be improved with profit to any m«
ohanic or other person having means, by the erection of Tenemen t, its large
affording ample
•pace tor a block of eight or ten buildings.
For farther particulars inquire of
WM. 11. JEKRIS, Argus Office.
Portland, Dec. 8. 1863.
decll MWFtf

DBAXiBZin.

FKKNALD,

JOHN F. SHERRYj
Hair Cutter and Wig

Maker,

No. 18 Market Square,Fort' \nd, (up stair*.)
CT" Separate room for Ladies' and Children'* Uair
A

good

itock of

Cutting.
Wig*, 11 alt-Wigs, Band*, Braid*,

Curl*, Frisette, Pads, Uolla, Crimping Board*, bo.,
Ac., constantly on hand.
JoiKi’OS dly

J. A. DAVIS A

CO.,

For the pnrohue or

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS
FOR EASTERN MARKIR8.

220 Vut Water St., Milwaukee, Wi*
84 8onth Water St., Chicago, 111
d6m

•cptaS

IR, E M O V A L

HAS

M.

O#

WARE,

Congress St.,Opp. Court House. Portland,Me.

gyAll kinds of WARE, such as Knives. Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Castors, Ac., p.atud iu the
manner.

Alto, REPAIRING and RE-FINISHING Old
Silver Ware.
jan29 d6m

WAKKE.VS IRIFOUVED
FIRE

AND

ness

hours,

REEVES, 98 Exchange St.

habits, zouave jackets, and
Fancy Waists lor Ladies, cut and made to orA. D. REEVES’, 98 Exchange St.
der, at

Riding

far Men

Exchange Street.

YTU1NG in the

shape
Clothing
IjtVEK
and Boys made to order with neatness
A

patch, at

A. D.

of
far Mem
and disREEVES’, 98 Exchange St.

CLOTHS. Cauimeres and Veston hand at
A. D. REEVES’, 96 Exchange 81

OF

VARIETY
ings always

Naval Officer
fitted out at the Tailoring Establishment ot
EVERY
A. D.
96
MILITARY

and

cam

REEVES.

ATTENTION

be

Kxohange St.

given getting up Bey«
Jackets, Pants and Overcoate at
SPECIAL
uevlOdtf
A. D
St.
in

REEVES’.96 Exchange

Coal and Wood!
LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH,
DKLIVtRKD TO ANT PART OR TDK C1TT,
AT SHORT NOTICK.
Oar Coal i* of the very BEST qaallty, and ararranted to give aati.faction.
-ALSO, FOR SALE-

AH Kinds of Hard and Salt Wood.
The Public are invited to fire us a call, as
bound to give satisfaction to all who favor
their custom.

w§ are
as with

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
RANDALL A McALLISTER
Wood. Palm Leal' and Honey.
OA

4 LOOS UEDAR.

t)tM

Cargo

lot LOGS MAHOGANY.
17 LOGS LANCE WOOD,
&YJS BUNDLES CALM LEAF,
•*vt MATS.
7 TIERCES HONEY,
Bark Albion Uucoln. For rale bv

Irby

No. 1 Central

UoFIINl EATON,
Wharf.

Plater,

SILVER
238

COATS, PANTS and VESTS, and BusiDRESSatSuits
made to order, at the short notion ot
A. D.

oo31dtf

PEARSON,

Silver

Kxohange Street.

anirtOly

DP.. NEWTOH
removed his residence to No. 37 Middle
Street, corner of Franklin street.
Office as heretofore, No. 11A Exchange Street, in
Noble's Block, ap stairs. Offico hours front 9 to 10
A. M from 2 to 3. and from 8 to 9 o’clock P. M
Dr. N. will oontinue, in connection with general
practice, to rive special attention to DISEASES OF
..

98

-AT THX-

Commission Merchants.

FEMALES.

Fashionable Military, Naval

REEVES,
and Civic Tailor,
AD.

REEVES',

dl*po*ed of hi* entire Interest In hi*
Office to Dr. S. 0
would cbeerfttlly
recommend him to hi* former patients and the public. Dr. Pbrnald, from long experience, i* prepared to insert ArtiSkoial Teeth on the*'Vulcanite Base,'*
and allother method* known to the proleseion.
tf
Portland. May 25.1858

HAVING

their

and having large experience in tnai oraneb, would
call the attention of the trade to the «‘ame. We
shall iu future be much better able to
supply the demands of the trade then heretofore, and are confident that iu the quality, both of our stock and work,
we can gii
satisfaction, as we manufacture expressly for the retail trade. 1 hose buying for c*»h will
find it to their advantage to look at our stock, which
consists in part of RUUSERS, SOLE and WAX
LEATHER, FRENCH amd AMERICAN CALF.
French A ip, l.emoine atotJndob
Cal/, Goa* and Aid
SLxk. Serve* qpd Web*, iUxA and Shot Machinery
Mr. tuai iu Libbt, late or the firm of MfWfs.
Chas. J. Walker A Co has associated himself with
us, and reiving on his many years ex per ieno# in
manufacturing, we are confident in making the above
statements.
TYLER A LAMB.
feb6 d4iu.
Portland, Feb. 1. 1864.

DESCRIPTION of Garment#
and Boys cut at short uotioe, at
EVERY
A. D.
98

Dr. J. H. HEALD

WATERPROOF

FELT COMPOSITION,

Contagious Diseases.
Chapter litli, Section! at and 32, of the Raviaed

.Statutes.
When any disease dangerous to the
Barr. 90
health exist# in a town, the muuicipal officers
shall use all possible care to pievent its spread and
to give public notice of infected places to travellers,
bv displaying red dags at proper distaocoe, and by
allo’ber meau<« most effectual, in their judgment,
for the common safety.
know*
Shot. 93. W hen a householder or
that a person under his care is taken sick of any
such diiAPa.se, he shall immediately give notice thereof to the municipal officers of the town where such
>u is. and if ho neglects it he shall forfeit not
pers than
less
ten. nor inure than thirty dollars.
The above law will be strictly enforced
JOHN S. UEALD.
febl‘2tf
City Marshal and Health Officer.

public

physician

-AND-

Gravel
E.
jan26 dtf

PARTICIPATION.

Roofing

FOR FLAT

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

ROOFS.

HERSEY, Agent,
No. 6 Uuiou Street.

T H E5 B

EST!~

Photograph Gallorie,. No. 80 Middle meet,
Portland, having been thoroughly rt fitted and
supplied with all the latest improvements, are now
opeu for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former

now prepared to furnDh the public with
Center Piece* and all kinds of Plaster Ornaments as cheap as any other establismeut iu the
State, and at the hottest notice.
We will also give prompt attention to repairing
Plastering, Wlmeuing, White Washing and Color-

thrifty

bearing. (24 apple tree') Price 11700.
For further information apply to F. Yeaton, Fryeburg Me Seth lliukelt, Di »r the pivinlMii, or
ALBION KE11U. 133 Middle Street
Isb2> 3tawtf
Portland.

13

mu k omuimT stucco k sistic wokkiks,

jan6 eod3m

FOIL SALE.
PLEASANT Country Seat, at New
Glouceater,
Lower ( orner. The stand
formerly occupied
F.
1 erton, as a Home School,' is offered for tale.
by
The heu-e a -d ell, both two
story, the latter new
contain llteen finished rooms, a good cellar, and an
abundance of pure, soft water, wood house and stable connected
The place is adorned with shade and
ornaraeutai trees and shrubbery, c mmaudst beautiful prospect, is situated in a good
community and
isbutan hours rldetrom Portland on the Grand
Trank Railroad. A large garden belongs toil, well

•

A CARD.

Ue-opt'iird.

opposite tne Riding School.

haskell!

BOOTS AND 8HOF.S,

in nin Hscumoii or iaciuuii,

PLASTEnERS,

ing

Good

TO

SUbib Cook,, ValTea, Pipe,and Connection., Whole,

(Successors to Joseph Gray A Co.,)

1

THEhas been in the busiucf* for

(who

Boxes,

Portland Street, Portland.

pleasantly

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers, THE

by

GRIFFITHS,

Sale.

A house and lot containg two acres of
land
and orchard thereon,
situated on
the read leading from Windham Hill to
Great
Falls, and about titty- rods from the Meeting House
aud tweoty-lve tods from the Post offies.
aud convenient buildings will be sol.I on easy terms
For further particulars, enquire of the subscriber
<>. p.
Windham. March 3.18e4.

undersigned having greatly increased
facilities for manufacturing

best

great variety, at the Middle street

to Let.

or

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing over 10
rooms,lart,t- stable and sheds-sltuated two
and one-half miles from
Portland, aud the
ttneet situation in
Cape Klirabeth for a watering place, and summer boarders. For
rs enquire of
IlKu.OW EN.
31 Winter Street. Portland.

depth

iNdlMIld TrtBBIl|«ll*IJI tiiut.
■eUttf

opening

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals!

J

,pl

FOBTiriCATIOBS.
IronStair* and other Architectural Work.

AMD XAMUrALTCRIR

varieties of Table

Pilleyi, it.

Liobt Iloues Wobk of all descriptl >ns, and ail
kinds of work required in building

OFFICE,

tract and bond.
The Department reserves the right to reject any
or all bids, if not deemed satisfactory.
P*oposila will be addressed to Brigadier General
George D. Ramsay, Chief of Ordnance, Washington.
D. C, and w»li be endorsed
Proposal* for Ilorse

Cotton and Wool Domestics!
Satinet*, Cattsinierea,

of various sizes and

8teaa

ap88dtf

obliged to
enter info bonds, with approved sureties, for its
faithful execution.
Upon the award being made, -ucce-sful bidders
will be notified, and furni.-hod w ith forms of con-

GOODS!

Lot of Bed Blankets

STEAK ENGINES and BOILERS,

equipment*

Why should

a

Is prepared to famish

DR. S.

Tr jPOSALS will bo received by this Department
unwil I'KsliAY, March 16, at 4 P. M
for the delivery. at the following Arsenals, of HORSE. EtjClPMEMS L uited States Cavalry pa tern, as hereinafter specified;
At tile New York Arsenal, 8,O00sets.
At the Eranktord Arsenal, 6,000 sets.
At the Alleghany Arsenal, 6 000 sets.
At the Cincinnati Depot. 3,100 sot*.
At the St. Louis Arsenal, 3,u00 sets.
These sets of Horse Equipments are to be furnished complete, except the horse-brush, curry-comb,
lariat picket-pin link, and blanket. The curb aud
watcring]bit»,mail.cable iron hardware, and stirrups,
are to
conform strictly iu pattern and finish to
those deposited at ihe Arsenals above named. The
trees are to be of the regulation pattern, assorted
sizes—not less than Synches between the bars on the
inside of, the pommel, the side bars of hard white
Wvod or beech wood, the pommels and cautles of
beech, well put together; ad the irons one-tenth of
au iuch thick, and all let iuto the wood ; to be covered with the best slaughtered cow-hide; all other
octrees lobe subject to
covering 10 do rejecicu.
inspection during all stages of the manufacture, but
will be inspected at the Arsenals
the
when* delivered
Deliveries must be made in lots of not lees than
fifty sets per week for all contracts of f<00 s ts or under; one hundred sets per week for all contracts of
from 500 up to 1,000 sets; two hundred sets per week
for all contract* of Loin 1,000 to 2,000sets; and live
hundred **t« per week f^r all contracts of from 2,000
to 6 000 sets. The first delivery to be made on the
2d dar of Apiil, 1864.
Failure to make deliveries at a specified time will
subject the coutractor to a forfeiture of the number
he may fail to deliver at that time.
No bids will be considered from parties other than
regular manufactures, and such as are known to
this Department to be fully competent to execute in
their own shops the woik proposed for.
Bidders will enclose with their bids the written
acknowledgments of their sureties, over their own

Offlct, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh’f

Flannels;

IRA WINN, Agent,
11 Union St.,

No.

Arbroath.

War Dxpartmicxt,
Washixotox, February 23, 1864.

Chestnut Coal—Prime lot delivered for M.60 perlonl

DRESS

* w
worn,

Bostoa.

ORDNANCE

tf

CO., Corn, Flour and Grain,

l ino

or

NOTICE.

Portland. May 29,18db.

HEAD Or MKKKILL-8 WUiKK,

April80.1*63

Bath.

Hard and Soft Wood.

not trade
as in New

Navy

Delivered in Portland

Also, for sale, beat quality of Nora Scotia and other

a

Book and Show Casei made to order.

Coaaaorolal Hireet.

Long

contract,"
800 do Extra All Long flax

strictly of the best quality,and

Still keep up

to do all kinds of CABINET JOBprompt and satisfactory manner.

-BBALBan i*-

BOLTS Superior Bleached
300 do All
flax "Governmeut

giro satisfaction.

Near the Post

a

US9)

Bath, life.

COAL

FEUCHTWANGER &

▼

JAMES T. PATTEN &

SMITHS' USE.

“It ia easier to pay

prepared
IBBING
in

-FOX SALE XT-

Pure and Free Burning.

warranted to

'C/Oiu

For Sale

MAVUFAOTCBBB OF

in the State.

novKtf

Also, a Front Office In Hanson Block
J*n8‘ltf
H. J. LIBBEr k CO.

mclitdfcwlw*

1. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

the only M mufacturer* of

com.

B.Jouueoa,
U. S. ChristianComaiission, Portland, Me.

X

UPHOLSTERER,

Ho. 51 Union Street,

Findings.

Serge*, Lusting* nnd GusseUings,

W.

A1HESE Coals

CABINET MAKER

Importers of

Aud

To Let.
by us. Poueuiou drn

MFor

M7CARSLEY,

AND

wn

now ocoupied
tJTORE
immediately.

oct9 dtf

KEY,

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Shoe

necessary means are contributed.
for this, sent to Cyrus Sturdivant, TreasurArmy Committee of Portland Voting Hen's
Christian Association, No. 86 Comnercial street, or
to the undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
to the relief or the suturing prisoners.
of the

FOB

TV

NO. 50 ONION STIIEET.
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

the

CUMBERLAND

&

Fruit !

Lameages
Caudles,
Lemon .Syrup,
Limes,
Honey,
Cocoa Nuts.
Prunes,
Pigs.
Nuts, all klads. Dates,
Citron,
Olives,
Raisins,
Tshaees,
Sardines,
Cigars.
Faacy Candles of nil description.

dSflf) dt*

Money

CHEAP

can

possibly afford its moderate oxpense. Your (abinrt
Organ is truly a charming instrument, worthy of
the high praise it has received, and far
superior to
everything of its class I have seen. I take pleasure
in commending it most heartily as everywhere worthy a place beside the Piano Forte, to which it is a
fine
complement, from its capacity for rendering
much delightful music, sacred, secular, classic and
popular, to which the Piano is not adapted.”

“Many articlesoi Nourishment and Com*
fort for nick men are generally needed”
beyond those usually included in government rations. Four separate shipments by the Christian
Commission have been already made, and other supplies are about going forward to Richmond as test

well

and

occuniedVr

Fosae^slui »I,m

BKNJ. FOGG.

Spruce Gnus,
Canary Seed,

Lemons.

both

object.

deuvkbed to

Oranges.

over a

even-

large

Domestic

and

uo^

Exchange streets,
Stephen Berry as a printing office.
January. Apply to
dec2»dtl

Wholesale and Retail

vicinity.

plies forwarded through their agents, have been received and distributed among the prisoners in Kichmond, invite further oontribntious to this humane

COAL

Foreign

8UORT

ORGANS.

subscriber, being impressed with the great
THE
excellence of these Instruments, and their adaptation either for
offer*

a

THE
E.00'"*aud
J. OI Fore
lit of

Exchange Street,
selected stock of

“*

To Let,

RyFarnitars Mads, Repaired and Tarnished at

Mason & Hamlin’s

United States Christian

Army

Boston,

& to let.

'he Store of the sabscriber

°,er

SAWYER.

Are prepared to offer to the trade

F.

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
0018ly
^_•

CABINET

Wo. 9

HOUSE,

and Best Arranged Hotel
NEW ENGLAND.

IN

O.

HOUSBJ

....

520

~

W. W. CARR & CO.,
Having taken the Fruit Store

HOUSE,

Largest

The

Commission having
reoeivod letters of acknowledgement that supTHE

A.J.Chasb,

WILSON

Hanover Street

FOR sale

formerly occupied by

THE AMERICAN

Prisoners in Richmond.

CYBUaSTUBUlVA»T,
H. II Buaoase,

Resort!

Thi* popular Hotel has recently been
purchased by Mr. Miller (of theAlbionj and has
been thoroughly refitted, renovated and repaired, and numerous excellent alterations
made. It is located on the
Saccarappa road,
abuut lour miles from Portland,
affording a beautiful
drive over a good road, and
about far enough
Just
for pleasure.
It has a flue large
Dancing Hall and good Bowling
Alle>s. In close proximity to the house is a warm
and roomy Stable,
containing twenty nice stalls.
There is also a well sheltered
Shed, 100 feet long
° for
hitching horses.
The choicest Suppers will be
for
got up
sleighing
and dancing parties, who will find it
greatly to their
pleasure and advantage to resort to the White House.
No effort will be spared for the entertainment ol
guest*.
dtcl9dtf

T. K. 11 ayas,

Mr. Fessenden. The honorable Senator from
Massachusetts has a fashion of deciding rather
ex cathedra, it strikes me, upon what is just
aud what is unjust, and rather a fashion to
leave us to infer that he thinks everybody who
differs from him iu opinion is disposal to do injustice. I will not quarrel with him about his
style iu reference to that matter.
Every man
has his own fashion of presenting his own ideas,
but I address myself simply to his question of
law. on which I wish to say a very few words.
t he .Senator is "a verv.weil
read law
have had occasion fo know, and lie must be
aware th it there is a
simple rule of construction applicable to all statutes; and that is, that
t he last one which is passed necessarily repeals
all preceding legislation that is inconsistent with
it to the extent of that inconsistency.
There
might have been a dozen statutes before we
pissed the statute of July, 1802, on this subject;
aud yet, if there was a specific provision iu that
defining what should be done in a given case,
whether it said anything about what preceded it
or not, it rejiealed that which preceded it which
was inconsistent with it.
Ths Senator, I apprehend, will accede to the correctness of that proposition.
In 1802 we passed a law providing substantially and in so many words, that persons of
African descent might be enrolled into regiments
by themselves and mustered into the service of
the United States, and that such persons should
receive the pay of ten dollars a month, specifically. I say that rejiealed everything preceding
which was inconsistent with it, so far ns referred to that particular class which was thus
designated. No other construction consistent
with the general rules of construction on such
subjects can be made.
Now, the Seuutor says that under the order issued by the Secretary of War to Governor Andrew he made no distinction. Sir, he was bound
He says you may enlist volunto make one.
teer regiments of infantry and artillery, aud
enlist
colored regiments of volunteers
may
you
if you please. Must he not have presumed that
uoveruor Andrew, tne cniet ui agist rate or the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, ami an eminent legal gentlemen, too, must kuow the law,
ami kuow that if he enlisted white men they
would receive the pay provided for white men
and that if he enlisted colored regimeuts they
would receive the pay provided for colored regiments? Was he bound to sit down and write to
Governor Andrew, “You will be pleased to note
that you must enlist these men according to the
laws of the land'’’ Yet the Senator would have
us infer that because he did not specifically instruct Governor Andrew as to what the law was,
therefore Governor Andrew was at liberty to
disregard it, and thus enlist these regiments
differently from w hat was provided by the law.
Is that a correct rule to be applied even to the
construction of orders from the War Department or any other Department?
And that is
my answer to all the Senator’s argument on
that subject. The Secretary of War was not
called upon to make a distinction, )>ecause the
law made the distinction, and therefore he might
infer that the person to whom he gave the authority would understand the distinction and
make it.
This is all unnecessary. I uni noticemteiiding
that these men should not lie paid. 1 have already stated that in my judgement of the facts
stated they should he paid; uud 1 aiu williug to
pay them if the facts are made out; 1 think it
no more than just; but I repeat what 1 before
said, that it is not necessary or proper when a
bill is pcmleng providing forfanother specific object, an important one, one that we ail desire,
establishing the principle, to avail youvself of
that particular place not only to bring in this
individual case but to cover very much more
which ought not, by the consent of everybody,
to come into the bill at all.
That is the position that I assumed in regard
to it, and I contend that it is a correct }>ositiou,
and l stand to it now. I do not say that there
is any rule that is opposed to the introduction
of the amendment like that which was proposed
by the honorable Senator, but there is danger
in such legislation, which is introduced without
investigation by a committee and an understanding of what it is, and put upon a general
bill which has been introduced by a co. imittee.
We have all experienced the difficulties that
arise from it. A committee which has thoroughly investigated the subject brings in a general
bill. The committee are ready to give us the
facts, to state all that we want to kuow; but a
gentleman rises in his place and moves to put on
a specific case which has been examined
by no
committee, of which we know nothing and can
know nothing in the proper way, and under the
pressure of that case we are called upon to put
it on or else to be denounced as doing a gross
injustice. Sir, 1 plant| myself where 1 always
have in reference to such questions: let every
case which calls for an appropriation of
money
out of the Treasury to a large amount go to a
committee and be investigated.
When I inquired of the honorable Senator from
Massachusetts, the chairman of the Military
Committee, if he knew the extent to which the
original bill would go in reference to that point,
I found that he did not. When l inquired of
my honorable friend from Vermont—who, as a
general rule, knows all about what he proposes,
and of whom l might well say that what he
does not know upon almost every subject is hardly worth knowing—whether he could tell the
extent to which his amendment would go, he
admitted that he could not, and he did not kuow
it It illustrates the difficulty of which I have

BUSINESS CARDS.

J. P. MILLER,..PROPRIETOR.

When he made his other proposition gentlewho voted against it told him “this is an
improper place for it”—not publicly but aside,
as we are in the habit of
doing—“we will vote
for your proposition as a separate bill, but we
cannot vote for it as an amendmement on this
bill.” It is the ground on which friends all
around me put it, I among others. I am ready
to vote for his proposition the moment he will
place it in a proper position, and show me, and
it requires very little showing, because 1 am
pretty well satisfied about it under the position
assumed by my honorable fricud from Vermont,
that it ought to be adopted, and the money
paid; but you see the difficulty. First comes
ou one idea that is a favored one with Massachusetts;then comes another that is a favorite of
Minnesota; then another that is a favorite with
Kansas ;then another that is a favorite witli Vermont; and so we have to take them on the representation of different gentlemen with relferenee to their own specific
cases, and embarrass
our bill.
This important position, and it is important I
admit, of placing the colored troops on the
same footing with white troops, which I have
always been reudy to vote for. lias been kept off
for weeks andembarrassed, and mixed up simply because gentlemen waut-ed to get their individual propositions on in regard to particular
It illustrates the difficulty anil danger
cases.
that always arisefrom suehkind of legislation.
That is theposition in which it is put, and the
Senator from Massachu-setts [Mr. Sumner]
should have said when hewas explaining it tiiat
lie was aware at the time that gentlemen who
voted against his amendment to this bill, voted
against it because tbeydid not like it as an amendment, but were ready to vote forthe proposition
itselfiu its proper place, and not leave the contrary to be inferred. I deem this explanation
proper, simply that the position of the whole
matter, both with regard to the original bill
and amendment, may be dclinitly understood.

as

Pleasure

THE WHITE

men

er

WHOLE NO

HOTELS.

Senate.

Aid to Union

1804

THE

customers and all who may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed iu the beet manner and at reasonable prices.
Kf Particular attention given to copying.
A. 8. DAVIS, Proprietor.
dtf
Portland, Jnly 30,1863

FERTILIZERS.
LIME,
UK/V BBLS COE'8 8UPE1I PHOS
"
AOrJvJlOO" LLOYDS’ •<
90J“ LODI POUDItETTE.
160“ LITTLEFIELD'S POUDRKTTh.
For »»lo at manufacturer', pi ices by
T

KENDALL * WHITNEY.
Portland Feb. 9, IS«4,

ftb» di*3m

Company.

will issue Polices to be free after the
the option
payment ol six. eight or ten Premiums at
of the insur'd and at rates as low as any other
reuder* it at
Policies
Free
of
The
Issue
Compauy.
the least equal if nut superior to the participation
This

Company

companies

Office No. ltd

Middle St.
CHAllLM BULDkN.Pm.
EDWARD SHAW, Sec.

Feb 16 dtw tf.

Cough*. Cold* nud CouauutptloM.
Vegetable Pulmonary balsam is the most
highly approved medicine ever discovered. It
has stood the best if all tests. Time, having had an
unprecedented sale of nearly forty years. It it
recommended by our best physicians, our most eminent citizens, the Tress, the TrntU. In tact by all
who know it. For certificates, which can be given
For

THE

to almost auy exteut. soe w rappers to each bottle.
The proprietors will cheerfully refund the money ii
not ent rely satisfactory. Price 50 cent, and 1$: the
large bottles much the cheapest. Be cartful to get
REED, CUT*
only
the genuine, which is
TER 4 CO Wholesale Druggists, Boston. 8old in
dealers
generally.
by
Portland
H h HAY. Druggist, oorner Middle and Free

prepared

•treats, Wholesale

Agent.

by

dec6i*dt»

MHUim—mh———i

eye for an eyea tooth for a tooth.” The
criminal has killed a man,—let him be killed
iu his turn, and the account thus fairly set-
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tled and balanced between them.
Absolute justice, administered by

being less
than the Infinite, is an impossibility. Absolute justice implies a perfect knowledge of all

180*Friday Morning, March 11,
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The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
and
than any other Daily paper in the Stale,
Portland.
in
other
double that of any

a

T«nX8—t'Mper year if paid strictly i<* advance
discount gf 91.00 wilt be made.

Capital

Punishment.

To tkeXditor of the frets:
In common with many other citizens of
Maine, I feel an inteiest in the discussions
restoration of
with the

connected
proposed
the old method of Capital Punishment. I am
a humble citizen ; and in wishing to express

have no momy opinions frankly and simply,
aud
tive but that of the promotion of truth
seems
the general good. The present method
more
to the former;
to me
—

preferable

consonant with truth aud right, aud more
beneficial in its results. I shall lie brief in
1 know your columns
my statements, because

already crowded with other important
things.
1. The first objection to the old method of
taking life as a punishment, (an objection
which I believe is universally couceded; is, that
it is difficult and almost impossible, to obtain
arc

convictions under that system. The reason
of this is, that the evidence, attaching to the
commission of high crimes, is generally cirAud that important
cuinstanUal evidence.
and indispensable form of evidence tails to

appropriate weight on the minds of
-jurors, in all cases, in particular, where the
punishment is death. The reason of this
failure is, that the punishment, iu being an
absolute extinctiou of human life, cannot be
have its

recalled

or

modified,

so

to accommodate

as

itself, iu any future time, to any possible error
An innocent man dies.
It is
of judgment.
true, it was an error of judgment on the part
of the jurors, nevertheless, a heavy weight of
sorrow rests upon their hearts, If not upon
their consciences.

A

weight,

which

they

do

not wish to bear.
'1.

Another view of the

subject.

Capital

Punishment, even admitting it to have beneficial results in some casus, is, notwithstanding,
a source of great evils and crimes.
Such is

opinion
men;—and

the

of many observant aud reflecting
the evils are thought greatly to

good. One evil is, that a
public execution,conducted on the old method.
Assembles together vast numbers of people,—
including all classes of society, and women as
well as men. And the event, in general, is
not oue of solemnity; but of unnatural and
violent excitement,—of noise, profanity, indecorum, quarrels, intoxication aud other evils.
overbalance the

The human mind loses its balance and reels
vAiutiu' ut.

uuuct cuxt

ai uu'ic an;

jicisuiim

present, is is generally the case, who have

tendency

a

insanity,
tendency
apt to be brought to the surface and to become controlling.
Men become mad and are
to

the insane

is

known to commit murder witii the dead

hanging before

man

them.

If any persons have
they will llud facts and

doubts on this

(mint,
illustrations in the history of Capital Punishments and with philosophical explanations, in
the writiugs ol Gall,Spurzbelin,and others.
But there is another evil of nearly an opposite character.
hard hearts are

Persons of strong nerves and
found to become, in the pres-

of such executions, harder and more inteusible. As a philosophical problem it may
ence

be difficult perhaps to explain thisbut such
c&sloo, instead of enhancing,tends to diminish
their estimate of the value of human life, so
that there is

a

foundation for the opinion

widely entertained, that,
crease

if we wish to in-

the number of murderers, we can do
effectually, than by allowiug them

it no more
to witness

public executions.
3. But it may be said,that we intend to make
our executions private. And if
privacy is good
secresy may be better. At any rate, there shall
be only

few preseut, and those by iuvitation
and of the better sort.
What then becomes
of the great argumeut for Capital
Punishment,
a

namely, the Uxauiple ?
to be beneiitted ?

How are the masses
How are the wicked to be

reclaimed? And, besides, human nature has
been outraged, and always will be outraged,

by a

death of violence inflicted in
secresy.
When a man dies by violence, the humau soul'
demands publicity. If a human being, endowed with the elements of a common nature,
is to be put to death, the people will demand
to see him die, however injurious it
may be
to

themselves;
jfor the reason, that,
though a sinuer, he is still a man. And they
are right. The necessity of the
secresy of Capital Punishment is a great argument
against
it—its sentence of condensation, “its handwriting on the wall.’’ The people are jealous.
And the system of secret Capital Punishment
reminds them of the days of the Inquisition.
4. Look at the subject in another aspect.
Those, who favor the existing luw, which has
been the law for thirty years and against
which no petitions are known to hive been
offered, are charged with having pity for murderers, and with not having a proper feeling
lor tue good aud
protection of society. 1 auswer.
If the charge has a
foundation, if we
truly have pity for murderers, (not for their
crimes, but for their erring and perverted
souls,) our first duty is to thank our heavenly
Father for jt.
All wicked men are to be
pitied. To pity the wicked and to try to reclaim and save them, is Ibe great characteristic and the crowning eminency of
Christianity.
Christ had pity on his murderers and
prayed
—

and

for them.
We

charged, also, with not having a
proper feeling for the good aud protection ol
society. I answer. Is hanging the ODly protection, except in those supposable extreme
cases, which are provided for in the present
law? But the Governor, we are told, does
not wish to take the responsibility. He is unwilling to order the refractory aud incorrigible prisoner, and whom he believes to be dangerous to the State, to the extreme puuishment of death, which the State
assigns to such
persons. But who is fitted to take the -responsibility, if not the man who is fitted to be
are

Governor?
make

It is foi this purpose that

Governors,

we

that

they may execute the
laws, aud withiii the limits of the law take all
the responsibility which the law
imposes.
But how much is the responsibility which is
required! How much has the legislature, in
its wise and noble attempt to reconcile
protection to the State with pity for the wretched
»

criminal,

asked of him in] this respect.
lias seized the
crimiuai;—lie has

brought

He
him

before the Courts and secured his condemnation ; he has placed him withiu stone

walls,
with chaius upon his feet aud
bayonets pointed
at his breast. But the legislature
says to him,

law which is an honor to the State
which has borne its fame to the farthest

in

a

and'

lands;

Forget not that he is a mau; I’lace the Bible
in his hands; Let his life be sacred for one
year
and then, in the exercise of the best
judgment
which can be formed, let him live or
die, according as the safety of the State may require
the one or allow the other.
b. But, again, it is said

that

we

ought

by

our

to aim at strict

--

I answer.

opponents,

justice,—"

an

a

the facts in the case, of all the motives iu the
case, of all the temptations which led to the
criminal deed, of the secret as well as open injuries of the other party, of the important incidents aud influences of parentago and early

education, of normal and abnormal conditions
of mind. Bossuet, in oue of his funeral Oraexclaiming, “God only is

tions, begins by
is great
great” Certain it is, that God only
all the deep and hidden
understand
to
euough
influences, which must furnish the basis of
absolute justice. Aud hence it is, that true
and

sociologists,

in the

statesmen, legislators,
discussions aud establishment of Criminal
Codes, have almost unanimously taken the
ground, that the true object of such Codes is

protection of society, rather than absolute justice, which both reason aud the Scriptures leave to that higher Power, which alone
“knoweth all things.”
And besides, if the doctrine of the old times
was, a “tooth for a tooth,”—in other words,
an exact punitive repayment both in kind and
degree, the doctrine of the later aud better
Dispensation, is, that severity should be tempered with love, and that there is no justice
the

where there is
6. And

no

mercy.

further,

restoration of the old Barbaric mode, reof
member and seriously consider the sad fact,
that the system of Capital Punishment, in its
unmodified and unrestricted form, has always
been perverted iu the most dreadful manner.
The friends of the Gallows ought to be read-

history of Capital Punishment, whether by the gallows, or the scymetar, or the guillotine, or by being thrown to
ot

history.

The exercises were enlivened with singing
by tlie school. When we left, at 9 o’clock, the
little folks and their

ing themselves in
the

ing

The

wild beasts, or iu any other way, has hut little aud almost no relation to justice. It is a

punishment which strikes at humanity, both the good and the bad, almost withPlace this dreadful in-

hand that wields it.

strument in the hands of those of whom betthings might be expected; and in times

ter

of great party excitement, in times of revolution, in seasons of war, especially civil war,
nobody can tell where the blow will fall. It

conditions. The innocent aud the guilty bleed together. It leaves
Anthony; and it beheads Cicero. It releases
Barrabbas; aud it crucifies Jesus. This is not
strikes all classes

imagination,

am.

but fact.

Read the code of Dra-

co, and the death of Socrates. Read Josephus,
and the scenes which attended the overthrow

Read the history of Sylla and

of Jerusalem.

Marius, of the Roman Triumvirate, and of the
down fall of the Roman Republic. Read the
terrible eveuts of the French
its battle-lields

oil

Revolution, not
Repub-

the coniines of the

lic, but its guillotine iu the centre of its civil-

might refer to the reign of Henry
VIII. of England, to the days of the Fronde
iu France, the terrible scenes of the Inquisition, the bloody history of the South American Republics, the one dark page in the hisI

ization.

tory of the Puritans of Massachusetts. The
enumeration is endless. Capital Punishment,
except when modified as it has been by the
true and generous wisdom of the State of

Maine, is not au instrument of protection and
justice, but of terrible wrongs and of bloody
despotism.
7. This is but the beginning of what may
be said on this subject; but we leave it now
with a single word further. It is this. The
to Capital Punishment, in its old
opposition
i.i nui.au
impulse, oui a principle ; not
a

freak of the

fancy, hut

conviction of the

a

judgement. It has its origin in the teachings of history, in the progress of ideas, in a
higher Christian civilization. And we hope,
therefore, it will lie understood, that, with
our

present views and with all respect to those

who think

ditl'erenlly,

it is

impossible

lor us

to abandon it.

We feel, however, that

we

have some

ground

of

complaint. Many of of us, and probably a
large majority, voted at the last election with
the Republican or rather the Union party, on
tbe

understanding, that

many questions which
have divided us, should be subordinated to tbe
one great object of restoring our divided Re-

public.

Tbe question of tbe restoration of the
Gallows has been thrust upon us unexpectedly. We had no notice, which was available at the ballot-box. Our votes, our thoughts,
our feelings.—all were demanded for the national contest; and we
Not a member of tbe

thought of nothing else.
Legislature was chosen
known and public refereuce to

to it, with auy
the restoration of the Gallows.

Whether it
would be right to attempt to restore tbe old
method of Capital Punishment under such

circumstauces,—iu opposition to the convictions of large numbers of tbe people, including
whole denominations of Christians,—without
public discussions in the presence ot the masses and without an appeal to the ballot-box,—
we leave to tbe candid members of tbe Legislature to judge.
Maine.
_

All Interesting Occasion.
Last

evening, tlie Free Street

Sab-

Baptist
School, numbering nearly 300 scholars,
had a very pleasant time at the Vestry of that
Church. The large room was swarming with
happy life, as were the side rooms, in one of
which were refreshment tables, and in the
other an exhibition of fancy glass
blowing by

bath

of the workmen at the Fortland Glass
Works, of which Mr. Eggiutou is Superinten-

one

dent.

The particular feature of tlie occasion was
tlie presentation or a beautiful banner. It
seems that when the visitors were In the
city
from the western Boards of
Trade, Mr. M. R.
Bortree, of Chicago, visited several of the

Sabbath Schools in this city, and
promised

a

prize banner from the Bchool of which lie is
Superintendent, to the school in Portland that
would, in three months, gather the largest
number of children not couuected with
uDy
other Sabbath School.
When the returns
were made aud compared, it
appeared that
Free Street School was entitled to tlie
It

prize.

accordingly prepared
banner, with gold inscriptions,
aud gold colored fringe border.
It was presented in behalf of the
Chicago
School, by Mr. Egginton, Superintendent of
the recipient school, aud appropriately acknowledged by the pastor, Rev.Dr. Bosworth.
The inscription on it is as follows:
Free
Street Sabbath School: Presented by the
yorth Star Mission School, Chicago. Gather
and sent on—a

was

beautiful silk

them in."
The following resolutions
Geo. F.
ed :

Emery, Es<j..

aud

were

offered by

unanimously adopt-

Hetoh cil, That we, the t ree Street
Baptist Sunday School ot Portland, in accepting the elegant
Banner presented Irom the North Star Mission
day School, of Chicago, hereby tender to our generous donors our gr.telul thanks for this
significant
token of thiir iraterual aud Christian
regard
Beautiful as it is to look upon, its value is immeasurably enhanced by the associatious which cluster
around it. Its appropriate motto, "(jather them
in." willkc'pin fresh remembrance not only the
occasion of tlie gift, hut afford a perpe ual monument among us of the Christian zeal aud
enterprise
of a .Sunday School whose name aud whose
praise
are fast
as national as are the stars and
becoming
►
tripes, which now, as ever, add beauty to every object within their embrace. May the delicate cord
by which it is now suspended be emblematical of that
lender, but most precious tie which binds all Christian workers to the heart of one common
Master.
May its rich blue ground he a
reminder of

Sun-

perfect

that there is a time to be

Letter from the State Capital.
the Editor of the Prett

To

Augusta,

March

10,1804.

The following commissions have been issued since my last, viz.:
SEVENTH REGIMENT

Nickerson, of Fairfield, Captain
Co. B; Timothy Swan, of Houlton. Captain
Co. H: George McGlnley, of Houlton, Captain Co. I; Church E. Gates, of Calais, 1st
I.ieuteuant Co. A; Alviu S. Hall, of Ciintou,
1st Lieutenant Co. C; George H. Baker, of
Bangor, 1st Lieutenant Co. E; Henry W.
Farrar, of Bangor, 1st Lieutenant Co. F; William Crosby, of Bangor, 1st Lieutenant Co.
K; Marcellos Vining, of Windsor, 2d Lieutenant Co. A.
EIGHTH REGIMENT OF INFANTRY.

Henry Boynton,of Detroit, Lieuteuant Colonel; William M. McArthur, of Limington,
Major; America Walton, of Patten, 2d Lieutenant Co. B.
INFANTRY.

THIRTEENTH REGIMENT

Reuben T. Jordan, of Portland, Captain Co.
F; William P. Freeman, of Portland, 1st
Lieutenant Co. F; Frauklin E. Holmes, of

Portland, 2d Lieutenant Co. F.
NINETEETH REGIMENT INFANTRY.

Albert

Hunter,

of

Clinton, Quartermaster.

THIRTY-FIRST REGIMENT INFANTRY.

White, of Bangor, Captain Co. A;
James Dean, of Bangor, 1st Lieutenant Co.
A; George G. Bolton, of Bangor, 2d Lieutenant Co. A; Ozias E. Bartlett, of Skowhegan,
2d Lieutenant and mustering officer; Cbauucey O. Noyes, of Mt. Desert, 2d Lieutenant
and mustering officer; Byron C. Gilmore, of
Bangor, 2d Lieutenant and mustering officer;
Richard R. Ricker, of Minot, Assistant Surgeon; Albion K. P. Wallace, of Millbridge,
Captain Co. B; William H, Schoppce, of Macbias, 1st Lieutenant Co. B; Voranus L. Coffin, of Harrington, 2d Lieutenant Co. B.
Daniel

THIRTY-SECOND REGIMENT

Seth E.

A;

INFANTRY.

Bryant, of Kennehunk, Captain Co.
Burbank, of Limerick, 1st

Horace H.

Lieutenant Co. A.
FIRST REGIMENT HEAVY ARTILLERY.

Jerome B. Elkins, of Ashland, Surgeon;
(vPftrPA W

firftnt

nf Kllawnrfli

Inf

T Ionian.

Battery C; Edwards. Foster, of Trenton, 2d Lieutenant Battery C.
ant

The

grand military ball at Meiouaon Hall
Tuesday evening was a brilliant atfair. There
were just enough preseut to All without
crowding the hall, and everything passed otT
cheerfully. The hall was elegantly decorated
with bunting, flags, guidons, sabres, Ac., and
upon the stage behind the band was a genuine
A tent. The company looked as elegant as
the hall, and with good music, good order and
excellent refreshments, it is no wonder everybody had the best time of the season.
A letter received from Col.

Beal,

of the 29th

Regiment, reports their safe arrival at Franklin, La., where they were pleasantly located,
-—

—-

■‘••••w*o tu

~rr

encamped

was

Texas,

iu an

adjoiuing Held,

and the

every day expected from
so that there is likely to be
plenty of
were

Maine troops in that

Regiment
by special train yesterday morning about 6 o’clock. They were escorted to
Camp Keyes by the Augusta Band and others,
under command of Adjutant General Hodsdon, who had patiently waited all night at
the depot to receive them. Substantial fare
was awaiting them at their quarters, which
they partook of with a relish, without the
seasoning of tiresome speeches.
Helios.
Yours, truly,
arrived here

Widows’ Wood Society.

The Treasurer of the Widows’ Wood Societo have received the follow-

ty acknowledges

ing donations, recently made, viz:
Horatio N. Jo9c, the proceeds of mortgage notes, presented by him to the
Society,
*152,00
Ocean Engine Co. No. 4,
50,00
Mrs. Mary B. Boody,
15.00
Wm. E. Gould,
7,33
Oapt. Ignatius Sargent,
2,00
Rufus E. Wood,
20,00
societies,

irom uie several

first

of Colored Sol-

page,—I’ay

Committee

5ry4-Friday evening,

lais.

“Very well,” replied the gentleman addressed, “I do not object to the assessment;

beeu found.

rwe

street got hard
a drunken row.

Jure

on

would call attention to the notice

j

of the U. S. District Assessor.
•*

8y“The Evans building cast #23,000, instead of #53,000, as stated yesterday.
*sr* Two more vessels have arrived, to take
portions of the 2d Me. Cavalry.
^y“Many families arc leaving Ohio this
spring, for the further West.
IF"Bayard Taylor, at last account, was
ill iu Michigan.
ESyllon. Fernando Wood is recovering
y-The city authorities of Newburport
have decided to purchase a steam fire engine.
jy The Senate has confirmed the nomination of Charles II. Howard, as Assistant Adjutant General, with the rank of Mayor.
£y The New York Times calls the Missouri broil in the House “a fireman's fight,
while the flames are

raging.”
was

badly iujured on Wednesday, was quite
comfortable yesterday.
S#-The freshet at New Market N. H. was
very severe, destroying much property, on
Monday and Tuesday last.
£y The damages on the Boston and Maine
Railroad, have beeu repaired and the trains
are running regularly.
jy We are indebted to S. W. Larrabee,
Esq., for a copy of the Militia bill, introduced
by him in the House of Representatives.
EyTlie Gardiner Journal says, W. Garland, a deserter from the 29th Me. Reg., was
arrested at his home in that city, on Monday
night last.
jy We learn from the Machias Union that
Gardiner Copeland, of Corinth, was killed a
few days since by a falling tree, while lumbering on Mopang stream.
jy The diplheria is very fatal iu Phillips.
Four children were lying dead in one house a
lew days siaee, children of Mr. M. Bray.
Their ages were 12,15,17,and 19, years.

so

The enterprising managers of the
Portland A Kennebec Railroads, design put-

ting

daily each way, on the
April.
E2P"Dr. W. A. Anderson, of Gray, Assistant Surgeon .‘Id Maryland Regiment Infantry,
has been promoted to Surgeon of the same
regiment.
J9“Mr. Curtis, in his lecture on Thackeray,
says Englishmen ami Americans are brothers.
So, says the Boston Traveler, were Cain and
another train

first of

Abel.

yA merchant
over

his counter

iu Vermont

was

knocked

short time since,

a

religious

explosion, caused by putting a lighted
near the bung ol a kerosene oil barrel.

by

an

candle

&y*The amount subscribed in Boston and
vicinity, for the suffering loyalists of East
Tennessee, up to Wednesday last, was $52,120.

IT Mr. Thomas Norcross of Augusta, a
few days since shot a bald-headed eagle,
which measured eight feet from tip to tip of
his wings. Mr. X. has prepared the bird for
By“Edwin I. Blake,

son

C,

17th Maine

Regiment, died of typhoid fevHospital at Brandy Station, Va. Jan
20th, aged 21 years and 5 months.
Cy James Halpiue, of Concord,while driving toward Manchester, X. H., on Monday,
near midnight, drove off the road near Hooksett, aud into the river and was drowned, as
er, in the

also his team of two horses.

EyThe Gardiner Journal says, Thomas
Douglass, a member of Co. C, 2d Me. Cavalry,
was thrown from a sleigh on
Monday night
last week, aud so badly injured that he died
on Wednesday following.
By It Is said a recruiting officer from Massachusetts paid the fare of 130 of the men
who came over iu the Nova Scotian; about
100 of the number he took with him to Bos-

ton, the remainder he will be obliged to
hunt up.

Cy During the storm of Sunday and Monday, a heavy sea was driven into the harbor
of Rockland and several wharves were submerged. The lime in the store of Mr. Jonathan White, started a tire, hut it was soon ex-

tinguished.
By At a meeting of the stockholders of the
Calais A- Baring Railroad Company F. K.
Swan, Esq., was elected Director to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of James Sargent, Esq. The Directors elected George M.

tions made to

llnd that the amount received will not be sufficient to pay the cost of luel and expenses, by
about $400.

They trust that the friends of the Society,
especially those who have not contributed,
will see the necessity of giving us their aid.
Any sums sent to the Treasurer, will be gratefully acknowledged.
Capital Punishment."
The candid
reader’s attention is invited to the very able
article on

capital punishment, in this number.
of the article is of the purest character, while its tone and arguments must give
to it great weight. Although it came to us
style

auonovmously, we have no difficulty in fixing
its authorship. It was postmarked “Brunswick,” and is undoubtedly from the pen of
one of the most revered and
purest-minded
men in the State, and one'whose name is most
dearly cherished by the people of New Eng-

first to Hudson, and then started for the Prov-

inces, intending to desert. They were
ly quick enough, however, as Provost

hardMar-

ments, aud started after them in the storm of
Monday, arrested them and recovered the
team at

Springfield.

tG^Col. Dahlgren, who was killed in tho
recent raid of Col. Kilpatrick, first came into
notice in the campaign in Western Virginia,
while Fremout was in command of the Mountain

Department. During the campaign last
in Pennsylvania, Maryland aud Virginia, Capt. Dahlgren displayed great bravery
and enterprise. He was so severely wounded
at Hagerstown, that the amputation of one of
bis legs was necessary.
He was made Col.
of volunteers as a reward for his gallantry in
the engagement at Hagerstown.
He was a
son of Admiral Dahlgren.
jy-A Southern gentleman who /ms been a
resident of Mississippi 2;5 years writing over his
own signature, to the Baltimore American,
says the speeches of pretended peace men
have done more by their clamor for peace to
prolong this hloody ttruggle than any other
einyle cause touching the tear. And by their
false pretensions of horror at the great slaughter of human life in this war, they have indirectly been the cause of the untimely death
summer

of thousands of their

fellow citizens.

“If I

have any

prejudice in this matter,” says this
gentleman, “my early education aud all tuy
associations through life would predispose me
to side with the South.

ing

featnre In this

But I

unholy

Jr3F”The Advertiser
book as

a

no

A man must have

infinite amount of brass iu his

an

tion, to make such
events.

passing

a

The great bulk

book—ami the most

composilight of
of Helper's

remark in the

damaging part

to South-

institutions—was its statistics, taken from
official tables, while its forecast of events in
ern

the tlieu future has been more than realized

by

_

MAINE LEGISLATURE.
Augusta, March

ft.

SK.NATK.
kUiVVRl l,

n

—

a..

B3f“The Union men of Portsmouth celebrated their signal victory of their State election
on Wednesday evening, by speeches,
ringing
of bells, firing cannon, a procession, music,
illuminating their houses, displaying fireworks dc.

According

to the

Argus

about

half

a

million dollars of patronage is distributed to
the Republicans of Portland. The statement
is as near the truth

almost

as

ing

anything

iu criminal
be prin-

to

ted.
Mr. Stevens, from the Committee on State
Lands and State Koads, reported a resolve
authorizing the Land Agent to convey lots
of land to widows of certain deceased soldiers,
which was read aud assigned.
Mr. Mauson called up the bill to incorporate the llangor Wet Hock Company, which
was passed to be engrossed.
UOOSK.

Passed to be enacted—an act to incorpotlie

Foreign Emigrant Association of
to amend chapter ltl of the
Public Laws of 1S5S relating to the discipline
rate

Maine;

an act

of the State Prison.
The bill for the protection of sheep (taxing
dogs) was debated at length; all amendments
were rejected and the bill passed to be en-

occurred in relation to the cost of

error

the steam
was

engine “Machigcuue,” This engine
built iu Manchester. X. H., for this city
having

been

previously made. The
price was $3000 for the engine, and $325 for
the hose carriage and other apparatus,delivera contract

Caps Elizabeth, July 1,18G3.
Sir: During my connection with the State Reform School, as a teacher, I.. F. Atwood’» Bitten
were iutroduced there and used with marked success,
particularly in Bilious affections.
A P. HILLMAN.
Yours, Ac.,
—

IlAMOVsa, Mi

Oct. 1,1861.
Dear Sir —I have used L. F. Atwood's Bitters
lor some 10 or 15 vean. I have tried a great number
of medicines for Dyspepsia,but without effect. These
Bitters are the only remedy that liavfe ever relieved
me of this distressing complaint.
My u*-ighbors
have also been greatly beuefftted by the use ot them.
JOEL HOW.
Ey- Re ware of Counterfeits and base* imitations,
some qf which aer signed •‘At.” F., instead qf L. F.
Atwood. The Genuine is signed L. F. Atwood, and
as a safeguard
against imposition* bears an kxtua
Laull,countersigned il. It. HAY, Druggist, Portland, Me., sole General Agent.
For sale by respectable dealers in medicine generJan 16 timood&w 3
ally.

POU THI CUKK OP

Canker, Salt Rlieurn, old Sores.
Cauker, Salt Rheum, old Sores.
Erysipelas. Scrofula, Tumors, Ulcers.
Sold by il. H. 11AY, Druggist, Agent for Portland
and vicinity.
uec31 eod&w3m
Cancers,
Cancers,

Sore Throat,

Cougli,
Cold,

ed in Portland.

land. Need we say we refer to Prof. Thor.
C. Upham, of Bowdoln College, author ot the

Z3T i'he Belfast Age says that Capt.
Charles Baker of that city has1 been appointed

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
are compounded so as to reach directly the seat of
the disease aud give almost instant relief.

Manual of Peace” ? We know he will
pardon this mention of his name to the desire we
have to subserve the same great humanitarian

Governor, commander of the
Castiue, with orders to
complement of one hundred men for

object

vice.

which he labors to promote; not that a
name, however much esteemed, will make
truth any more powerful, or
give additional
weight to facts, but the name may secure a
degree of attention to the truth and the

which, in

its

absence, might

not be

them.

facts,
given to

Town Elections, March 7lh.
Casco—Oliver M. Cook, Moderator: Wm
F. Cook, Town Clerk; Spencer
Decker, Elmer

Brown,

and James

Chute, 2d, Selectmen,
Assessors and Overseers of the Poor; Kichard Mayberry, Treasurer; William F. Cook,
Super’g School Committee; Lewis Gay, Collector and Constable.

All Union.

Hichmond—James Carney, Heatherly Kandall, and Ansel D. Blanchard, Selectmen; W.
B. Meader, Clerk; C. Houdlette,
Treasurer;
Win, B. Hall, School Committee.

by

the

batteries
enlist

to their quotas. The meu will count
on the quota of their towns.

cording

n~The Advertiser seizes With as much
avidity as a dog does upon a putrid bone, upon the remark said to have been made
by an
abolitionist iu Ohio—“ I have been as good a
Union man as you since the war began.” The
difference betwecu this

man

and he of the

Advertiser,

is this: When the country was
at peace, the Ohio man was disloyal, but laid
aside his fatal heresy when he found his coun-

try in peril. The Advertiser man, on the contrary, was all right while danger was at a distance, but when armed traitors assailed our

temple of freedom,
enemy.

joined

was as

the tear

hands with the

as honest as the
good Union man as ypu
commenced."

He would say, if

Ohio man, “I

before

he

a

me ho

dim

a

that serThe meu are to be taken from the several towns in Waldo County aud Castiue, ac-

mchll

(iermania.Southampton.New

The Patent Belle Monte Skirt.
A Bill assortment of this
DauaoM’a

Hoop Skirt

uew

style Skirt, at AnDepot, under

aud Corset

Mechanics’ Hall.

decly U3m

JAMES EDMOND & CO.
COM Ml 8.SION

13 LIBERTY

pie

...

—

JAMES EDMOND 4r CO.
18 Liberty Square, Boston,

Belli mo Aoixts,
mchll eod6ru

IMPORTS.
ST JOHN NB—Sell Armada. 121 tons Coal, JL
Farmer, casks Sheepskins, master.

United States Internal Revenue.
Annual

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
March II.
Friday
Sunrises.6.17 | High water. 1 88
Sun gets.6. 4 | Length of days.11.47
Thermometer...2 o'clock A. M. 38 deg
T

_MARRIED.

i

DIED.
ion

of H D k J A

In this city, 9tli, Charles H Gerrish, aged 24 years
10 mouths.
In Gorham, 14th ult, of apoplexy. Mrs Mary Morton, widow ot the late Major Morton, aged 07.
In Lincoln, Dr Thomas Lindsay. agedtf.
In Columbia Falls, Mrs Sarah Conners, aged 90 yrs
10 months.
In Rockland, Mrs Mercy l'ost, aged To.

PORT

OF

PORTLAND.
M arris lO.

ARRIVED.
Br sch Armada, Smith. St John NB.
Sch Alquiszar, Watts, St George.
Sch Ctica, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Delaware, Grant. Boston.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Siuxal lor 2 ships

CLEARED.
Sch J II French, Crosby. Windsor. NS. master.
Sch Lookout. Foster, Baltimore, J I Libby.
Sch Augusta, Lord, Rockland, Waldrou k True.
[BY

XEBCHANTS’ KXCHAXOK.]
York, 10, sch Electric Light, of Portland.

TBL. TO

Ar at New

Smith, Cienfuegos.
Ar at Cienfuegos, 27th, brig Rolling Ware, Collins,
New York ; bark Acacia (Br) Pinkain.
Ar at Cardeuaa29th, brigs Jeremiah, frm Portland;
Waccainaw, do; W Greenough, do. 3d, sch Eliza-

beth. Frankfort.
Sailed 3d. brigs I, T Knight and S P Smith, Boston;
A .1 Ross. Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 29th, brigs Harriet, Portland; Martha A Berry, do; sch Hattie Ross, do; 3d inst, bark
Mary Elizabeth, do: sch Windward, do.
Sailed 2d, brig Minna Taab, Portland; Frcdonia,
Bel last.
Ar at tla\fkna. 1st, bark Keplar, Boston; sch Witch
Queen. Fish, Boston; 3d. bark Zelinda, Buckmau.
New Orleans; brig W Clark, Tucker, do; 4th, brig N
N Lock. McCalmon, Matanzas; bark Carlton, Bogar-

6dP“If you are going to the West, South, or NorthWest, procure^hrough Tickets at Litttr's Union
Ticket Office, No. 31 Exchange Street, where you
may have a choice of routes at the lowest rates ol
fhre, aud obtain all needful information.
Nov. 2. 1863.
TuThSAwtf

1 ■1

m

1

iur

luri;

zienry

v

you arein want of any

oaii at the Daily Pres* Office.

kind of PR1NMNU
tl

For Sale.
The fftrm widely and favorably
known m the Col. Jcbes C Cushman farm, situa ed in
the north
part of North Yarmouth, own«*tl
and
occupied by Edward B«nls,
10 miles iruai Portland, and two miles Iron*
two depots, one on tbe Uraud Trunk R. K. North
Yarmouth and West Pownai
tiaid farm contain*
two hundred acres, mowing, tilling, wood and pasture lauds. Cut* 76 tons Euglish hay. Pasture divided into three lot* permanently fenced for the
most part with double stone walls using up most of
in their construction.
the stones on tbe
Thirty acres of wood land for most part o!d growth:
a portion border* on the K. R. and another lot near
the house, sufficient to last a large fkiuily their life
time. The orchard contains from live to Fix luindred
freer, all grafted fruit, and of the choieeet kinds, in
* thriving condition; in ffcvorable year* has borne
16-K) bushels marketable
apple*. There are Cherry,
Plum aud Pear trees, all in fine bearing condition ;
also aeramberry fie'd which ha* just began to bear,
and from about one third of the same, thirty bushels were picked and marketed laet
year. House is a
two story wooden building, containing eleven square
rooms, with finished ell, and other necessary outbuilding* attached. Commands a tine prospect and
is adorned with beautUhl shade trees; hard and
soft water in abundance.
The barn is on tbe cf posit* side of tbe road 1 0 fl
long by 43 wide, with shsdes for she tering young
stock iu stormy waalher; flue well of never failing
water, all in good repair. Bald farm will be sola
cheap a« the owner is out of health aod must sell.
Terms of sale made known aud all inquiries answered on the premises. Payments made easy.
North Yarmouth, MaroRU. 1864.
mchll dkwtfll

place

Farm far Sale.
TCOR "lie la Durham, a good (arm, with good
*
building, thereon, .itaatrd on the .lege rood
bitwaen Dana', Depot, in North Yarmouth, and the
•outh weal bend village in Durham,
eontataing one
hundred ecre, or more, auitabiy derided into wood,
paiturag* aod tillage, with a good orchard of
grafted fruit, and a well of good water near the
building., it within oue fourth eta mile of a Church,

School and Store. Said farm cut, 26 ton, of hay,
and can eaaily be made one or the
greatest hay
farm, in the country. Tha above ia offered for no
fault of the ferm. The former owner
deeeaa
belug
ed. the beira take thia ai the ahorteat nay of nettling
thee,,ale. For perticulan addrea, D.S. BKAfiDON. Writ Durham, Maine.
mchll w3w*

under.igned

A Card.
would hereby

THE
•inccre thank, to the
and

Boston.
Ar 9th, schs Porto Rico, Ryder, and Triumph,
New York for Boston; Harriet faker,
Webber, and Maine, Brown, Elizabethport for do.
SM brigs William A Dresser, Young Republic and
J West.
WindNNW. Schs Julia Ann. M
In port SAM
A Gould, Porto Rico, Harriet Baker, Maine, and Tri-

Royal

Portlaud.
Cld 7th, bark Hadley. Snow, Boston; achGoorgla,
Gilchrist, Thomaston via Monokin River, Md.
BATH—Ar 9th, sch Silver Moon, Irom Southport;
Gen Washington, from Boothbay ; Arizoua, from do.
ROCKLAND—Ar3d, schs Marietta. Films, Philadelphia; 4th, Mary A Morrill. Bristol; Exeter. Pendleton, Bath; 6th, Clinton, Cranberry Isle; Ctica,
Thorndike. Portland; Charlotte Ann, Guptiil, Cape
Porpoise; Oth, S K Jomesou. Higgins, Baltimore for
Belfast; Leach. Sherman. Bluehill.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 9tn, sch William G Eadie,
Thurlow. Portlaud.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 6th, sch Boston. Haskell, for
Calais. Ar Sth, sch May Flower, Parsons, tithing.
Sid from
24th ult, Deborah Pennell,
and Cdarlotte Clark. Clark, Valparaiso.
Ar at Naples 17th ult. Artizau, Pollard, Cardiff.
Sid from Cardiff 24th, Kiouzi, Portlaud.
Sid for New Y ork 24th, A Leavitt, IVom Liverpool;
Sid tor Bath 26th. Anne Gray, from Liverpool
Arat Singapore Jau 8.
Seymour. Uoug
Kong; 17th, Kate Hastings. Kimball, Swatow.
At Akyab Jau 16. ship Oscar, Crosby, for Europo,

Liverpool

Reynard.

ldg.

At Chinoha Islands 13th ult, Rockingham,Gcrrisb,
Castiue, Turston, Snmahtau, St in sou, Gen Sbeplef,
Stetsou. William Woodbury. Sawyer, Kitty Flovd,
Dearborn, Marcia Greenleal. Merryman, B D Metcalf, Pearson, aud Theobald. Theobald, ldg guano;
barks City of Bangor, Evening Star, Priscilla and
Gertrude, do.
Dec 6, lat 3 S. Ion 87 E. ship Garuet, Bradford, fm
Calcutta Nov 16 for Boetou.
Jan 4, lat 30 40, S. Ion 12 20 E, ship Congress,
Driukwater, from Calcutta Oct 13 lor Loudou.
Feb 16. lat 26. Ion 64. bark Kdw Hill, Hallett, New
York for Spanish Main.
%

their

MM.
where from Kiddie alrrat
to Brows
Wharf (by way of Coalar atraali
and Atlantic Wharf nna large Far tilora, nearly
new, and balonfs on right hand
TheFhu.r will bo
raitnbiy rewarded by Wevixg it at this office.

WEDNESDAY.

«ome

Baku

JOHNS’

COAL.

A XA TONS Stora aim, at ltd Commercial St.,
(Richard.ou'« Wharf,) Portland.
Tba undaraignod baa told the Jobua Coal fbr nlaa
It baa given general aattafhctloa
year, laat paat.
Where there in a fair draft, no coal excele lor

oooking

uaa.

Other

vanetiea, to wit:

LEHIGH, Sugar Loaf, and Harletoa
SCHL’VLKILL,(W. Aab.) Lor art Mouutala.
RED ASH, the genuine FRANKLIN JOAL.
Alao, tba Diamond.
CUMBERLAND COAL, a prime article for
Smith.'

uaa.

XW"All coal from thia wharf, will be aeat la good
order, carefully picked aad careened.
■cU3laeodtf
JAMES H. BAKER.

umph.

NEW YORK—Ar Sth. schs Alethea, Cassady, frui
SC: Ruth. Higgins, Portland.
Port
Ar 9th, bark Marv Lucretia. Bowers, Palermo:
11
Miuatitlan; bark Anna Moore,
C
Brooks,
brig
London : brig Emma. Kio Janeiro.
Ar 10th, ship Villa|Franca, London; ach Robert
Bates. Honduras.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 10th, bark W B Scranton.
Hall. Pbrt Ludlow.
Cld Oth, bark Cannltn, Mitchell. Port Angelos.
Sid Sth, iust. Lvdia Skoltield. bkollield. Callao.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, sell L A Swctt, Kemp, frm

expre,,

ciliian, of Uttie Fall,
vicinity for their prompt nnd efficient exertion,
to aave their propertvduring the recant
burning of
their (tore and dwelling bourn nt that place. Alan
thank, to Mr and Mr,. Nueon for their guarding and
J. XT. LEIUHTON.I
atoiiaggood,.
mchll dlt*
ORLANDO LEIGHTON.

asion, Aioro, 1 rovi-

d«DM for New York.
Returned Sth. in consequence of head winds, hark
Epbrtim Williams. K G Willard, Julia Newell, A J
Dyer, Rebecca g Warren, Saxon, Mary EGage, as
above.
Sid 9th. Saxon, as above.
BOSTON—Ar 8th, ship Grace Darliug, Bears©,
Grimsby, E, Jau 14. and Isle of Wight 26th; schs Ga
zelle, Mon-\. Dwr I-I* Sarah. Whitmore, Rockland
Excel, Adams. Westport.
Cld Br bark Alexandrina, Snow, Ciciifuegos; sch
Brouda, Look, Deer Isle.
Ar 10th, bark Helen Mar, Deshon, Honolulu, Nov
4. On the 2'th of Feb, J \V Maling, of Kcnnebuukport, chief officer, died of dysentery: brig A Horta,
of Camden, Washburn. Elizabethport; sch Golden
Eagle. Kendiiok, Deer Isle; Comet, Howe, Bath;
Florida, fhevnpsou, and Floreo, Hall, PortJaud;
William Penu, Curtis, Keuuebunk.
Cld sch Jeru-ha Baker, Barberick, Portland.
HOLMES’S HOLE-Ar 8th. PM, brig Young ReLibber. Cardenas 24th ult, of and for Portpublic,
land : sch Mariou A Gould, Trim, Elizabethport tor

SPOKEN
tr The Post Office is directly opposite Uarris
Hat and Cap Store.
!eb29 tl

NATH'L.S. MARSHAL.
U. 9. Assessor First District.
mchll eodtwlc wltll
Portland. March 9,1804.

ty. Cienfuegos.
Sailed 1st, brig Aroostook. Sagoa; 4th, brig J W
Woodruff, Eaton, Holmes’ Hole.
1

1804.
Is

oi
taxes.
By tbs sixth section of the act of July I, 1802, it
is made the duty of all persons. |*rtner»hjp» firms,
associations, or corporations, made liab s to any annual duty, liceace. or tax, ox on sivorkthi first
Mosuay OF May ik sadh yuau, tu make a list
or return to the Assistant Assessor of the District
whore located of the amount of aunual income, the
articles or objects charged with a special tax. and
the business or occupat on liable to pay any license.
Every person who shall fail to make such return
by the day specified will be liable to be assessed by
the Assessor according tothe bvst information which
he can obtain; and in suoh case the Assessor is required to aid fiLy per centum to the amonnt of the
items of such lint.
Every person who shall deliver to an Assessor any
false or fraudulent list or statement with intent to
evade the valuation or enumeration required by law.
Is subject to a fine of five hundred dollars; and in
such case the list will be made ontby the Assessor or
Assittant Assessor, and from the valuation and enumeration so made t here can be no appf al.
Payment of the anuual taxes, except those for licenses, will not be demanded until tbe thirtieth day
of June.
The appropriate blanks on which to make return,
a-d all uecessary information, will be furuished by
tlis Assistant Assessors or the several Division, to
whom tbe returns should be delivered on or before
the first Monday of May, next. Returns of 1 mo me
for 1808, may be ma.le at onoe.

NEWS.

Thursday*.

Ttuta tor

attention of

tax-pa/era
hereby called to
the provieious of the Lnited States Excise Law
TIIE
relative to the assessment
the annual

_

In Windham, 9th inst, by Rev Mr Griswall, Capt
Wm H Kinsman, ot Boston, and Miss Rebecca G
Varney, of W.
In Bangor. Charles A Brown and Miss Hester A
llohbs, both of Brewer; George I. Westgate, 31st
Reg Me Vols, aud Miss Cornelia A Snow.
In Macbiasport, Geo F Conners and Mrs Margaret
A Dowling; Josiah F Reynolds and Margaret L II
Henderson.
In Cherry field, Elias Brookings and Miss Fanny

MARINE

iron,

The uudenigned will give their special attention
that all orders 'or the above manufacture are executed with promptness.

...April

city, 10th, George, infant

BOSTON,

Also, BAR, SHEET, $ BOUER PLATE IRON,
of English and Scotch Manufacture.
We shali eoutinue to receive, in addition to our
American Brick, u regular supply of
ENGLISH, SCOTCH, k WELCH FIRE BRICK.
The Boston Fire Brick aud Clay Retort Manufacturing Co., Works, Art Federal stis.t, office and
W an house 18 Liberty Square and? Battery m arch St,
manufactures Fire Brick, ail shapes aud sizes, for
furnaces required to stauu the most iuteuse heat,
also Furuace Blocks aud 81abs, Locomotive Fire
Blocks, Bakers’Oven and ureen house liies. Clay
K Hurts aud necessary Tiles to set them, Fire C’nmeat, Fire Clay and kaolin.

St Andrew.Portland... Liverpool.Mnr 12
Etua.New York.. Liverpool..... Mar 12
Bremen.New York Bremen.
March 12
Cauada.Boston.Liverpool_Mar 16
Bavaria.
.New York Hamburg.
Mar 19
City of New York. New York. Liverpool.... Mar 19
Nova Scotiau.Portlaud
Liverpool.Mar 19
Jura.Portland.
Liverpool.Mar 26
Hausa.New York .Brcmeu
.Mar 26
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.Mar 28
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Mar 30
North American .Portland
Liverpool
April 2
Germania.New York.. Liverpool. ...April 2
Chini.New York Liverpool.April 6
Peruvian.Portland. .Liverpool... April 9
Africa.Boston
Liverpool.April 13
Hibernian.Portland ..Liverpool,... .April 16
Damascus.Portland.. .Liverpool.... April 23
Nova Scotian—
Portland. Liverpool.
30
Mar 16
Roanoke.New York Havana.

In this

MERCHANTS,

SQUARE,

Are preptred to order at f.vormble r»le«, COLTN ESS and ULKNUAKNOCK

...

FOREIGN FORTS.
CURE FOR CATARRH.—Da. Wadsworth’*
DRY UP is a certain remedy for this loathsome
disease
There is no mistake about this. The Dry
Un has cured thousands of cases ot Catarrh, and the
sales of the article is constantly increasing. A word
to the wise is sufficient. For sale by the propriotor,
U. II. BUURINUTON. Providence, K. I. Also by
H. ll.llAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland.
oot31 ood&w6m

dtd

....

Campbell,

HOWARD’S
CANCER AND CANKER SYRUP
CANCER AND CANKER SYRUP
Surpasses all known Remedies
Surpasses all known Remedies

and similar troubles, if suffered to progress, result
in serious Pulmonary, Bronchial and Asthmatic affections, oftentimes incurable.

there and at

TICKETS 26 CENTS, to be had at the usual places
and at the door on the
evening of the lecture.
Doors open at 7. lecture to commence at 8 o'clock,

York.. ..Mar 8
North American Liverpool.
.Portland.Mar 10
China.Liverpool.New York... Mar 12
Portlaud.... Mar 17
Peruvian.Liverpool
Africa.Liverpool-Boston.Mar 18
Mar 24
Hibernian.Liverpool.Portland
Persia.Liverpool.New York. Mar 26
Mar 31
Damascus.Liverpool.Portland.
Nova Scotian.Liverpool.... Portland..
April 7
[The steamers for Portland leave Londonderry one
day after leaving Liverpool.]

tvt-oyon.

should have

an

Has been engaged to perform Irish and American
National Airs one hour previous to the Lcctnre.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEWPORT—81d 3tb, sch Phtrnix. for Mystic; bark
Ephraim Williams, (of New York) Sleeper, from
The forenoon was chiefly devoted to the
Portland for Alexandria; Pallas, Oxtou.ofand frm
Rockland for New York; Bar State, Yeaton, do for
discussion of the grant to Westbrook SeminRebecca 8 Warren, Pickering, Deer Isle for
do;
ary ; it was passed by a vote of 50 to 49. It
Philadelphia; Sarah Jones, Drisko, Boston for Washgives' the limber upon one half township of I ingtou; Julia Grace. Babson. Portland for Philadellaud.
phia; Saxou (of Bangor) Chapman. Bncksport for
New York; Flora A Sawyer (of Boston) Reed. Port-*
The resolve in favor of the Maine Wesleylaud for Washington; William Fletcher, of and frm
an Seminary was also passed by a vote of
Bath for|Philadeiuhia; Ned Sumter, Thorndike, Winfill to 40.
terport for Philadelphia; Aim S Brown, Phillips, fm
Portland for Washington; JuliaNewell. Trott, of and
from Portland for Philadelphia; Maracaibo, Heuley.
Blackwood.—This Scotch Monthly of ofandfroindo for New York; Francisco. Kilby,
of
aud from do fordo; Jane Fish, (of St George) Harris,
world-wide reputation, for February last, haa
New Bedford for New York; Mary EGage, Lawson,
been received from the republication office
Fall River, for New York: Maty Ann, Bryant, do for
Elizabethport; A J Dyer, Rogers, Fall River for do;
of L. Scott Sc Co. New York. It is an interJoseph Long. Harrington, of and from Portland tor
Alexandria:
Nicanor, Minks, for Cuba, Idg: Harriet
esting nnmber.
Fuller, Hamilton, from Portland for New York : KG
of and from 1'ortlaud for PhilaPar-sous,
Willard,
delphia; Coral, (of Bangor) Kent, and M R Carlisle,
SPECIAL NOTICES.

com-

acquired the reputation ol being
The Lying Argus t”
ET-In an article on “Our Fire Department,”

THE PORTLAND BRASH BAND

..

grossed.

Who wonders that it

from that paper.

SAILS

New York
Feb 17
Etna.Liverpool.
City of Limerick. .Liverpool.New York Feb 20
Canada.Liverpool.Boston.l-eb 20
Bavaria.Southampton. New York_Feb 23
City of New York Liverpool.New York.. Feb 24
Nova Scotian.Liverpool.Portlaud-Feb 25
Australasian.Liverpool.New York_Feb 27
Jura.Liverpool.Portland.... Mar 3
Arabia.Liverpool.Bouton.Mar 5

Emus.

March 17th.

&UB.Jkct—,4St. Batrick’s mission to Ireland.”

i-4t»

reported a bill allowiug parties
prosecutions to testify. Ordered

O’DOWELL,

Thursday Evening,
FOB

HALL,

Irltli Amtvlc.il Relief Association,

below the

out.

CITY

REV. JOHN

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

_

For many years pastor of the Catholic Church in
this city, and now of Nashua, N. 11., will
deliver a lecture before the

Sheep—Sales

flTlAXBB

A

-AT-

HEW

Working

facts, and its pictures of Southern life and infamy, are now known to have fallen inlluitely

reality. Helper was a Southerner,
and told the truth, and this was the head and
front of his offending. The talk about his
book being a lie aud a libel, is about played

XI.

L E O T U R E»

At market ,20 beef cattle, llu
stores, 3200 sheep,—
shoatg.
Pricks Beef Cattle—a short
supply ol beeves
were offered,
consequently higher prices were obtained. and we advance our quotations:- Extra *12; first
quality, #11 25 (si. II 'h; second 10 00 % 11; third
» Wl a) 10 25.
Ortn—High prices are asked and obtained; nale* #115. 135, 145. lo2 and 175.
Cotes and Calves—Sales $23. 33. .38, 48, 02land G8.
#7 60 @ 3 and 8 50, ; live weight 8,
8}, aud 9, averaging 130 lbs.
Sh/tats—None offered.
Fat Hogs—None.

redeem-

sneaks of neiner’s.

lie.”

“gigantic

see

-A.

llrighton Cattle Market*
Wbdmebdat, March .1864.

rebellion.

%

—

The

jyThe Bangor Whigsay3 that at Augusa couple of soldiers, one
belonging to the 30th regiment, and one in Baker’s
cavalry, hired a horse and buggy to go to
Hallowell, but instead ot doing so they went
ta last week

Porter President.

Conn., moved with great dignity that “thi«
meeting do uow adjourn, ipse disit.” The
motion was amended by adding “K Pluribus
Unurn,” and unanimously carried.

have alfbeen received.

Wilton.

M—

Notwithstanding the very liberal contribuprovide for the wants of the recipients of this charity, during the past winter, yet, owing to the high price of fuel, and
the many applicants for relief, the managers

when

jy At the annual meeting of tho Franklin
County Agricultural Society, the following
officers were chosen; President, E. It. French
Chesterville; Vice president, II. I). Prescott of
New Sharon; treasurer, W. Weeks of Farmington ; Secretary, I,. F. Green of East Wilton;
trustees, N. Goodridge of Industry, Wm.
Woods of Farmington, Orin Daggett of New
Sharon, Capt. E. Johnson ol Farmington, and
Joshua Allen of Jay; collector, L. Adams of

of Lewis aud Eve-

they

acknowledged

Committee!”

exhibition.

Ky”A wealthy hut ignorant farmer, in a
recent town meeting not far from Bridgport

will be

think it is reasonable, but as I propose to vote
for Cony, I think I will pay it to the Union

shall Low received information of their move-

&y We learn that G. 11. Bailey, who

on

]

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

man

that it had been deemed proper to assess him,
for campaign purposes, the sum of teu dol-

jy Another mail bag from the wreck has
y An Irishman
used last evening, in

IT* CARDS and BILL HEADS neatly prlnte
at this office.
tf

called upon one of the wellto-do members of the party, and said to him

diers—Remarks of Hon. W. P. Fessenden.

was

neighborhood.

The re-enlisted men of the 8th

hk i'uuutuuuous

JfOn

jyWc understand that last fall, just before tho State election, a Democratic City

tuAt

department very much. The regiment is at
present assigned to the 2d Brigade, 1st Division of the 19th Army Corps, and its post office
address is New Orleans. The 30th Regiment
13th and 15th

ORIGINAL AND BELRCTRD.

from his recent severe iliucsss.

INFANTRY.

Albert A.

form of

out discrimination, because it renders furious
and maddens to a partial insanity the red

principle

larger friends were enjoyfine style, evidently adopt-

merry as well as a time to be sad.

let those who are in favor

a

ers

to Him who has stretched
out the blue heavens above. May the silken fringe
around its borders load us to appreeiato more highly
the infinite love whieli embraces us—and inay its
gilded letters assure us that when our mutual work
is done, and well done, there are golden gates to be
opened unto us into that presence .where there is
fullness oi joy, and to that right bund where there
are pleasures forevermore.
Reiotved, That tile foregoing to entered upon our
rrcords, and that u copy thereof ho transmitted to
our benefactors by our Secretary. together with such
a statement of further particulars appertaining to
this interesting occasion as, in his judgment, shall
seem most appropriate.

perpetual obligations

our

Falmentli,
Union

of Falinonth, nml all others who
in favor of tho present Administration and
of
tho
wsr. till the rebellion is crusktheprosecatiou
ed, and traitors hung. nro requested to meet st tho
Town house iu said Falmouth, on Saturday the 1-Lb,
at three o’clock P. M to select candidate* tor town
officers.
mchlddtd

TUB

men

are

Special Kates.
undersigned. proprietors of hackney catr.ages
of Portland, hereby give notice that from and
after Merck 7,1844. they will ctarge the following
rates.
For Hacks attending Funerals at the Eastern
or Western cemetery, three dollar* each; from the
church, four dollars eaoh. To Evergreen cemetery,
four dollars each.if from the church live dollars etch.
To Cal very cemotary and Yore t. ity cemetery four
dollars each. To Weddings and Baptisms, three dollars eseb. For hack, steady ridiug in the oitv, two
dollars an hour. For haca making calls, one' dollar

TUE

and

fifty

cents

an

hour.

David Averill k Co; Charles A. Gilson; O. V.
Frost; Edwin lltment k Co; John A. Mace; Joseph
Killgore; Michael Jordan; John Dunuiug. Janies
Tobin; E N. Bates; Charles Sager; W. A. F«nle>
James Jordan; George li. Babcock William H.
Swem.; Joseph Thome*; N. 8. Ftrnald; Thomas
Morrison; Hugh Carney.
mekloeod-w
Dissolution of Copartnership.
fllliE Copartnership heretofore existing between
.A. the undersigned, under the naute and style of
"CROSS. SENTKK k JORDAN," is this day diesolved by mutual oon*ent. William W. Cross and
Koval Skxtkk are authorized toelose the businesa
of the late firm.
W M W. CROSS.
ROYAL

Bridgton. Feb. 0, 1864.
New

bENTER,

WM. A. JORDAN.

Partnership Formed-

undersigned, members of tho late firm of
"Cuomo, Sx.vtkk k Jukdax," have this day formed
a partnership under the name and style of "CROSS
A SENTER and will continue in the same business
of said late firm, aud will close up the business at*
The

fairs of said late firm.
Rgy*Hides, Skius and

Bark wanted
WM

Bridgton Feb. 1, 1864.

W.

as

usual.

CROSS,

ROYAL SENTER
feMtodiw*

TOWN.

ABOUT

MATTERS

BY TELEGRAPH

S. J. Court—Criminal Term.

J., pukmdinu.
Thursday—Lorenzo S. Twombly was arraigned ou an indictment, charging him with
keeping a drinking house and tippling shop.
Demurer filed and recognized In the sum of
Davis

$200 for his appearance
the Court.

Geo. W. St. John, appellant; pleaded guilty
and sentenced to
pa^p fine of $10 and cost of

prosecution.

Municipal Court.—Thursday, March lOtli.
John Lawson was up for drnukenness and
disturbance, and was fined $:!, and cost
amounting to $6,17. Paid up.
Wood’s Hotel.—We are pleased to learn
that a movement is on foot, to secure the
completiou ol Wood’s Hotel. As it is and
has been for five or six years, it is a complete
eye sore to our business men and all who
have a spark ol city pride.
When complet-

ed according to the original plan of Mr.
Wood, it will be one of the most cocveuient
and commodious hotels in New

if

England,

The business of

not in the United States.

city now demands such a hotel, which is a
reason why our capitalists should make investment in aid of the project to put it in an
We are not acquainted
available condition.
the

With all the facts and circumstances connect-

ed with that establishment, neither do we
know precisely what conditions Mr. Wood
may wish to put into the bond, but his pro-

presented

as

to

the Board of Trade, is

fair and leasable one.

He proposes to give
a clean mortgage of tbe whole establishment
when completed, of $150,000 can be raised to

a

The building has already

finish it.

$150-

cost

000, so that persons who loan the money
will get security on what will have cost Mr.
Wood $300,000, for the loan of $150,000.
Tue Bohemian.—Three additional bodies
—all children—were washed ashore yesterday
and the

morning

Cove and'

night previous, two

at the

Richmond Island.

These

at

We understand all

in all.

thirty-sevcu

make

have

one

been accounted for except five. We
were down to the wreck yesterduy. Large
now

iuuuuuc

uunus

iu iiuck.

mere, mruugu

uiuu

aud water, and hundreds of ladies do not hesitate to attempt the fearful trip ou foot. It
teemed to us that all there is left ou the shore
is not worth an hour's watching.
Cloths,

silk, ribbons, sea-weed, drift wood, hats, bonnets, etc., are all mixed and twisted together,
torn, ground up and, to all appearances, completely valueless.
Pbomexade Concebt.—The grand Prom
euade Farewell Concert, complimentary to Mr-

Chandler, comes off
Tuesday evening, 15th

i). H.

at

on

lust.

one

new

City

of the most brilliaut and attractive con-

certs of the season.

entitled to

Chandler is

the favorable remembrance of our
and

Hall

This will be

the committee

citizens,

of

arrangements comto ensure him a generous

prises such men as
and pleasant greeting.

I. A. K. A. Lec-ti-he.
ltev. John O’Donnell will give a lecture before the Irish American Kelief Association, on Thursday evening
next, at New City Hall. Subject: “St. Patrick’s Mission to Ireland.’’
The Portland
—

Brass Band has been

engaged

to

play

Irish and American National airs.

several

The sub-

ject will be
our

a very interesting one to many of
adopted citizens, and the Hall will no

doubt be tilled.

JtyThe advertisement of the Cushman
North Yarmouth, which appeared iu
our columns this morning, is deserving the

farm in

attention of persons interested in that kind of
property. The farm is one of the best iu the

country, aud is

wishing

for

a

good
pleasant

investment for a man

a

homestead aud fertile

lands.

JSyThe vessels sent here to take the 2d
Cavalry, are being put iu a condition to
receive the horses, by having stalls built, Ac,
and they will be ready by the first of next
week. It is reported that two companies are
to embark on Sunday next, but we have already learned that military operations are veMe.

ry uncertain.

EyThe lecture of ltev. Mr. JCaton, at the
Universalist Church last evening, was exceedingly interesting,and was listened to with
marked attention by those who were present.
We only regret that there were not more
present to enjoy the rich treat presented. Mr.
£. will lecture at the same place this evening.

Daily Press.

——-—-_
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of Brusnwick. was

Hall,

dere and was lined $100 and cost of prosecution, amounting to $147,17. Paid up.

position,

Portland

the next term of

at

arraigned
on an indictment for keeping a drinking house
and tippling shop. He pleaded nolo contenJames

TO THE

Washington, March 10.
SENATE.
I he amendment of Mr.
Sherman to the
House bill, authorizing the
Secretary of the
1 reasury to
the
anticipate
payment of the interest on the public debt, came
up in special
order. Mr. Sherman
explained the effect of
the amendment.
Mr. Hendricks opposed it and moved to
amend by directing the Secretary to sell the
surplus gold at public auction after live days
notice in Washington and New York papers.
The subject was postponed until to-morrow
noon.

The amendment of Mr. Davis to the bill
equalizing the pay of United States soldiers,
was

reported

and the bill

passed;

yeas

31,

nays 3.
T he Senate then considered the Minnesota
Railroad bill.
The bill granting lands to aid in the construction of a railroad from St Paul to Lake
Superior was passed alter considerable debate.
Mr. Sumner reported a bill
providing that
the Proclamation of
emancipation of Jan 1st,
be
and
1863,
enacted as u statute of
adopted
United States.
HOUSE.
The House unanimously passed the bill increasing the pensions of revolutionary pensioners— 13 in number—$100 additional
per
annum, and cease at their death.
Mr. Arnold, from the Committee on Roads
and Canals, reported a bill lor the construction ol a ship canal for the
passage of armed
naval vessels from the
Mississippi river into
the Northern I.akes. It was
regarded in the
nature of an
appropriation and therefore decided that it must receive its first consideration in Committee of the Whole on the state
of the Union.
Ike kill placing the name of John I, Ilurus
,
on the pension roll for
patriotic service at

Gettysburg,

was

passed.

The House then resumed the consideration
of the Legislative, Executive aud Judicial

appropriation bill.

It

finally postponed

was

until to-morrow.

day morning, about

o’clock, which

1

came

from the wreck of the Bohemian, were stopped by officer Berrick, and the goods seized.

It may he ueccessary to make
a

few of the

an

example

of

plunderers.

earn is said there is a new secret society
recently organized iu this city, called the Independent Order of Kuights, and that this is
the first lodge organized in the United States.
Of its ceremonies, object, operations, or
origin, we know nothing.
Ho! kokthkWkeck ok tuc Bohemian !
The steamer llestor will leave Custom House

wharf,

at 9 1-2 A.

scene

of the wreck at 4 I*. M\

M.,

and return from the

Fare $1,00

down and back.

4t

»TMr. Geo. Gerrish, one of the conductors on the Horse Kailroad, died of brain fever, on Wednesday evening. He was very
generally
promise.

esteemed and

a

young man of much

By"A lad about 8 years of age was taken
from the Sumner St. School house yesterday,
iu a state of intoxication. He was
put into
the Watch House to get sober.

ByTbe number of deaths of residents iu
Portland during the last year is #09,—males
304, females 305. Thirty-six have died here
whose residence was unknown.
By Remember the grand Promenade Concert, under the direction of the Camp Berry
Brass Baud, at Lancaster Hall, this evening.
By Household Furniture

at auctiou to-

morrow, at 10 o’clock, at the office of H.
Bailey <t Co., Exchauge street.
^

By™For special
see

rates for the use of

Hacks,

advertisement iu another column.

Sy"House at auction, at 3 o'clock to-inorpremises, near the Observatory.

row, on the

jy Carriages
12 o’clock to morrow,

and Harnesses at auction at
near

the old City Hail.

ed.

Atlanta, March 7.—On Saturday Hume’s
brigade of cavalry attacked the Yankhes
twelve miles beyond Ringgold, and drove them
toward Chattanooga.
The Yankees fled precipitately. We lost one man killed and took
seven prisoners.

It is ascertained that the recent Yankee advance was made with the intention of a
general attack, but backed out wheu
they lound
Johnston had such a large force.
There are
no present signs of a movement.
Marine Disasters.

Ragged Island, N. S March 10.
The ship Louis Napoleon, from
Hamburg
lor New York, was buioed Feb. 20th in lat. 20
N., long.00 N. The crew and passengers, sixty-eight in uuinber, took to the boats and were
picked up on the following day by the schooner Peerless, from Baltimore for Porto Rico.—
She was spoken by the brig N.
Harding, from
Trinidad, which brought seven of the Louis
Napoleon's passengers to this port.
New York, March 10.
brig Georgia, from Boston for CharlesBar, put in here in consequence of damreceived in a gaie, having thrown over-

The
ton

age
board part of her cargo.

Spoken, 21st ult.,off Cape St. Antonio, bark
Lady Franklin, from Cienfuegos for Boston.
•From

never witnessed.
to tears, and

The multitude were moved
openly denounced this cruel
massacre, which is causing desertions from
the rebel service by wholesale and
creating
au indignation which, it is
ieared, will be uncontrollable.
A conscript deserter, who came into the
Union lines at Washington and joined the
North Carolina Union volunteers, heard his
officers say that Plymouth was to b<r*the first
poiut of attack.
A Union soldier, who recently
escaped from
the Gouldsboro’ prison, informs Gen. Peck
that a great riot occurred at
Kaleigh on 'the
occasion of the hanging of the Dative Union
soldiers at Kinston, aud that Gen. Pickett’s
rebel troops from that place
passed through
Goldsboro’ with all possible dispatch to
quell
the outbreak iu that

the stars and
city,
stripes were conspicuously displayed aud much
violence and excitement prevailed. The
press
was not allowed to speak on the matter.
ltefugees from the interior bring the intelligence of the rebels garrisoning the State of
North Carolina with troops at all the prominent [mints for the
purpose of checking the
convention movement.
It is reported that the rebels intend
hanging
all the Union soldiers captured
by them from
Gen. Foster's command, fifty-one iu number,
half of whom have never been in the rebel
service. The native Union troops have decided to take the matter of retaliation into
their own hands. They have
given such of
their officers who do not
approve of severe
measures an
opportunity to resign, and have
also given warning that immediate death will
be inflicted on any officer who offers hereafter
to surrender to the
enemy or ask for quarter.
The deserters from the couscription, and those
who have been in the rebel service, take the
ground that after accepting of the Piesideut's
amnesty proclamation they become loyal citizens of the United States, to which
government military service is justly due from them,
and which they have no desire to
withhold,
demand it as their right to be sworn into the
service. Being deserters,
they expect to be
hung if caught by the enemy; hence their enlisting iu the United States service will not
increase their danger. As for
repairing to
Fortress Monroe for the purpose of
being sent
and
North,
being thus expatriated, they will
not submit to.
were

Secretary Cham Declines

a

inaHmn.

Preside*,tal Som-

New York, March 10.
The Post publishes the
following letter of
Mr. Chase, declining to enter the Presidential

canvass:

Washington, March 5,1804.—My Dear Sir:
reply to a friendly letter from you, 1 wrote
briefly not long ago about the wishes expressed by many of my friends that my name
might be favorably regarded by the people in
their next choice of
President, and closed by
saying that should our friends in Ohio manifest a preference for another, I should
accept
their decision with the ready
acquiescence due
from one who has been
already trusted aud
honored by them beyond merit or expectation.
In

The recent diction of the Union members of
our Legislature indicates such a
preference.
It becomes my duty, therelore, and I count it
more a privilege tliau a duty, to ask that no
further consideration be given to my name.
It was never more important than now that
all our ellbrts aud all our energies should be
devoted to the suppression of the rebellion
and to the restoration of order and
prosperity
on the solid foundation of
union, freedom and
impartial justice,and I earnestly urge ali with
whom my counsels have weight to allow uethiug to divide them while this great work (in
comparison with which persons aud even
parlies are nothing) remains unaccomplished.

(Signed)

Cordially

To lion. James O.

lumbus, Ohio.
Attempt

your

llall,

friend,

S. P. Chase.
Senate Chambei JCo-

to

Capture Steam Tug JAmie.
New Y'ork, March 10.
f'upt. Allen, of the steam tug
T,
Lizzie, says that beiug driveu by stress of
weather into Nassau for coals, he was unable
to get them from our Consul or from
a in body
but by subterfuge obtained
to
to

Key West, although

two

enough

get

government transports laden with coal were at Nassau at the
time.
A number of southern pirates formed
a plan to capture the tug and murder her
crew, and aid to defend themselves was refused by the Consul.
The tug escaped the next
night, however, under the cover of darkness,
escaping the clutches of two schooners tilled
with rebel pirates, who laid outside the harbor to capture her.
P'rom Arkannnt.

St.

Louis, March 10.

Waldron, some sixty miles south of Fort
Smith, Ark., and recently the advance post of
our forces, was burned
by guerrillas a few
nights since.
Twenty steamers aud a large supply train

10.
It appears from official documents iu the
State Department, that during the year ending with December, nearly 200,000 foreign
emigrants arrived in the United States. Of
these, 4.787 landed in Maine, 9030 in Massachusetts, 4(1 iu Rhode Island, nearly 173,000 in
New York, 11,7 in New Jersey, 3088 in Pennsylvania, 117(1 iu Maryland, 140 In Florida,
7400 iu California, and 482 iu Oregon.
Ten deserters, mostly cavalry, came into
our lines yesterday, some of whom had all
their equipments.
A gentleman who arrived to-night,
reports
that yesterday 400 of the 30th Penn.
Cavalry
were captured by guerillas about a mile and
a half from Bristol Station.
Several of them

afterwards escaped.

have arrived at Fort Smith.
Leon, laden with commissary
stores, was sunk in the Arkansas river, just
above Little Hock, on the 6th inst.
(ten. Price has returned from
Matamoras,
Mexico, where his recent furlough allowed
him to go to visit his
family. He now commands the rebels in the
department of Ar-

SyOver seven hundred Union prisoners
released from Richmond, arrived at Fortress
Monroe on Tuesday. General Butler’s despatch states that they were delivered for exchange, Vhilo the Richmond papers assort
that they are simply paroled.
eyit s estimated that Illinois monufactures 20,OtX),000 gals, of spirituous liquors
annually. The cities of Chicago and Peoria,
from the manufacture of tills article alone, under the tax proposed in the Senate bill, will
yield to the government a revenue of nearly
$12,000,000 per annum.
5y At a meeting of the Penobscot Lumbering Association, last Monday, Hon. Amos
M. Roberts was re-elected

D. R. Stockwell,
Eben Webster and A. B. Sutton Directors for
the ensuing year.

£y
recting

Gen. Ranks has issued an order dithe regiments and batteries of the
10th army corps to inscribe on tbeir colors
the names of various actions.
Amoug the

facts connected with the
time of the Canadian rebellion, of the steamer Caroline, and asserting
that the position taken by the United States
government in that affair was diametrieallr
opposite to the doctrines promulgated in the
dispatch of July 11th to Mr. Adams at Lon-

don.

Gen. Grant left here this morning to visit
the Army of the Potomac.
He will soon return to the West to continue his
inspection as
commender of all the armies of the Union, but
will make Washington his headquarters.
From Fast Tennessee.

Chattanooga, Feb. 25.

The new position of the army here is
considerably iu advance of the oue held during the winter—Gen Palmer's lines embracing
the Chicamauga battlefield.
There are now at Daltou and Tunnell Hill,
six divisions aud two brigades of rebel infantry, numbering about 20,000 men.
All the Railroad lines are being rebuilt and
will be well guarded.
A meeting was held here to-day, which was
largely attended by the citizens. Resolutions
iu favor of immediate
emancipation were
passed unanimously.
Suffolk Occupied by the Federal Troops.
Fortress Monhoe, March 10.
A skirmish took place yesterday two miles
this side of Suffolk, between the enemy aud
three companies of our colored cavalry. The
rebel loss was twenty-five. Our loss was teu
killed.
Suffolk, Va., March 10— P. M.
Our forces entered Suffolk this moruiug
after a brief struggle. We now hold the
place.

following : 12th Maine Volunteers—J^ish Bend, Port Hudson. 14lh
Maine Volunteers—Baton Rouge, Port Hudson.
1st Maine Battery—Georgia
Landing,
Gotten, Bisland, Port Hudson, Cox’s Planta-

hands

the rebellion should be

belonging

because iu their eyes, Abolitionism was the
cause of the rebellion.
Tbe unanimous vote,

oposition definition given

with the

netr

Command.

Wheeling, Va., March 10.
Gen. Sigel arrived here this morning. He
has assumed command of the Department of
West Virginia. His headquarters are at Cumberland, Md.

lleleasod.

Baltimore, March 10.

the released Federal officers from
Richmond is Capt. T. K. Wentworth, of the
10th Maine regiment.

Among

From the

Army of

the Fotomae.
ARMY OK 1'OTOMAC, 1
March 10.
1
Gen. Grant and staff arrived here this after-

HEADQUARTERS

EDWABDif
and Forwarding

MERCHANTS,
Flour, Grain, Provisions and

_Lotton dull ami 1 u 1 |c lower; vale* 400 hales at
77ja78c tor middliug upland*.
Flour—receipts V.90' this; rales 8,400 bbls; State

and Westeru 5c lower; Super State 6
40*8 55; Extra do G 70®# 86; choice 61(0*7 16; Kouud
Uoop
Ohio 7 20 a7 25; choice do 7 30*8 60; Supertiud Werteru 8 25*0 55; Extra do685*725; Southern heavv ;
sales 1500 this; Mixed to good 7
00*7 60; Fancy and extra 7 65*10 50; Canada a shade easier;
sales 460 this; common Extra C 85*7 00; Extra sood
to choice 7 00*8 00.
Wheat—dulTand le lower; sales 22.000 bushels
Chicago spring 1 63*1 64: Milwaukio Club I i»)al 64*
Winter Ked Western 1 70*1 72; Amber Milwaukee
164*1 65: Amber Michigau 174*
S 1 76; White do
182; Ited Jersey 165.
Corn—dull; aates26,000 bushels; Mixed Western
shipping in store 1 33J; Yellow Jersey 12»*ISudo Southern 1 3u.

Can»<U

31°W>ternV5j*^e>
Beet—Armor;

sales 1600

tw.

8*»'«

bbls; Country

megs

0

“•
00®

Fork—firmer; sales 6150 bbls; mess 22 25*22 874;
21 75*22 00; new do 23 25 *23 76; prime
li 60 *20 00 lor old aud new; prime mess 21 0"*21 5o
Cut Meat.—Arm.
Bacon—quiet; teles 620 boxes at 111411 jc lor
Cumberlaud cut, 11 j fordo short ribbed,
14i*14'C
for do long cut llams.
Lard—quiet aud steady ; sales 1150 this at 181 a
14c.
£SS®Z”“IHrra; 8alea Ghiol7@31c; State 32®40c.

Wbi«k?7-unwtUod;

92c for W enteru.
Kice—iirm.
Sugar—firm: sales
Muscovado ISA® 14c.

sacs at

EASfERN ORDERS SOLICITED.
W. X. Tflosrsiiv. |D
r o. n
Box 418,.
II. J. KDVAUDS,

t'ragin

Sc

l'KRMISSION TO

Rutter. Kndicott k Co Bankers.
John C. (vault,and II. W. Hinsdale k Co.,Chicago.;
E. P. Gerrinh, Cashier Catco Bank. E. Churchill k
Co., Thomas Shaw, and Lyinau k Marrett, Portland.
Co

mchT eod6w

CLOTHING I

FASHIONABLE
All..

F.

FORK,
>Iei*c*liaiAt
Tailor,
Having

taken

the elegant ami commodious More

NO. 104 MIDDLE STREET,
CORKER

OF I’Ll'M.

Inviteathe attention of Gentlemen to his rich in*
voice of

Foreign

and domestic Cloths

fur Spring anil Summer wear, all of which hare juat
been selected Irora the largest and best stocks in
New York and Bu tun, aud will he made up to urder
aud with despatch in the latest styles— FULL
MA TCIIKD SUITS, COA TS, BASTS or FUSTS,
as may be deaired.

FURNISHING
In

stantly
B I Bit

hand.
WEEK.

<M1§—firm; Petroleum a shade easier; sales 1860
bbls; crude at 31@32c; refined in bond 49; do tree
at 60®61.

Hides—quiet.

r

104

MIDDLE

Portland, Uarch 8,18U4.

wishing

All

to do

Mrike

no arc

our

requested

J. M.
Corner of

TODD’S,
Kiddle & Exchange Streets.
k

74 Middle Street.

wishing to enter the service will hud it
advantage to call on him before enlisting.
all

I’er

Urder.

Erie,...121}
Erie
preferred,.
109
Hudson.
.im
Harlem.

Heading.*

*.iwai

Michigau Southern..
*..in-f
Cleveland k Pittsburg.
ioii
Galena k Chicago.
*.iiai
Cleveland k Toledo.’a*.'.’. ..1471

Island.*

k Hock
*.loil
Milwaukie k Prairie DuChieu,.' 7gJ
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne aud Chicago.
Toledo k Wabash,.
«6*
Alton k Terre Haute.
go
Chicago A North Westeru.
54
American Gold,....
1041

Chicago

]'

Havana

Markets.

(Per steamer Koauoke at New York.)—Sugarmore doing at 8]®9 reals tor Muscovado, aud
11® 12
Dutch standard.

Molasses—6i®6£

Exchange

ou

reals.
i-ondou 9®9j prem;

New' York and

Boston 3?®88| discount.
Freights languid to Europe at 2sfid lower; active
for United States at 95®6 60
per hhd for sugar aud
|2 7fr®8 for nolMBss.

STREET.

P. B.

FROSTj
Merchant Tailor, 94Exchange St.,
Having returned
the

rest

from

New York and Boston with

assortment and

newest styles

—oOtf2-

HATS Sz.

CAPS!

<Jast received from

NEW

\

ttl\k,

Embracing

Cloths,

all the desirable

STYLES, SHADES
and FINISH to be found iu the market, suitable lor
BUSINESS
ENGLISH
SUITS,
WALKING
COATS. Spring OVERCOATS and DRESS SUITS.

Nice

Vetting:, Arm;

and Navy Cloths.

Every pains
give
in FITTING, workmanship and prices.
will be taken to

V ERR YS

Particular attention

At

feblS d4w.

SKIRTS AND CORSETS.
Having improved

Ladies will now find retired and
beautifully furnished apartments tu much desired and a fine and
desirable Stock to select from, at 158 Middle, Comer
Cross St.

C. K.

165 Middle

PORTLAND

HOUSE,

of Preble and Portland Street*,
jy Office, No 97 Exchange *treet.
feb6 eod2m*
A. FOSTER, Troprietro.

&”P AL~M
M. G.

FA

E

»7

LAIBR,)

WHOLESALE MILLINERY,
v. dun*.

No. 131

John

k.

MERRILL,

Middle Street, ( up sta«rs,) Portland, Maine.

For Sule.
SQUARE block of laud, of about 73000 acr<4
of wood land, ou the south side of the river

St. Lawrence, in Canada East. It is interceeded
by
two considerable rivers with eligible Mill bits. Well
wooded with every description of timber, such a*
nine and spruce iu large quantities, and maple,
berch, beech, tamarac ana bass wivnitoany amount.
If. T. MACH1N. Portland.
Enquire of
feb2&eodtf
Portland, Feb. 1864.

-AT-

JOHN B.

oleu

mcMdti. UENBY C. BAlI.gr ACO, Aue’neer*.
House at Auction.
at auction, on Safurday.

shall se’l
WE 12th.
at 3

story wooden

Fiiriiilurc ut Auction.
Saturday. March 12th,
/•y\
W Office, Household

OOUGHj ESQ.j

MISS EVA.^sTS,
Wednesday Evening, March Kith.
Ticket* for tbe course 60 cent*: sinnle tickets At
sale nt tbe Bookstores and Paine's Music
Store.
Doors open at 6, lecture to commence at 7io'clock,
inch? td

OKNAMBNTAL

1

1804.
am

receiving

SPRING

every

day

new

BEKIIY

W ant to Purchase
A
Dwelling House, suitable for a small famjy.lv
2A cated above Brown streat. Address,
slating
location and terms,
BUILDER
mchlO dtf
Portland F O.

Found.
head of Union street, a wallet containsmall suru of money. The owner eau
mg
have the same by
calling upon the subscriber No
I Congress Place.
EDWIN COBURN
I ortiand, March 8. l*H.
mcblOdlw*

XTEAK the
a

ax

Picked lip.
ED up a boat this
morulag in the harbor It
reel lung, uo oars nor rope attached to
bar
painted green inside and out.

PICK

Cape ELIJAH BAILF.Y,
Schooner Cinderilla, of West Harpewel!
ortlind. March 8.1804.
mchlO Jlw*

I

( empotiiors Wuutcd.
lew llrst class

A

'Utf'ANTED to rent,

nTderimu,

»R. w.

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block,
CORNER ON CONORS S3 AND Kl.bl

Lost.

A“t?»V -peek age of papers belonging to
I.A?7
J Co. B doth Maine Kcg't,
lost
ibis cite
was

Look!

Kjr;hauge

St.

Look!

Dresser is iu Town Again !

a

At his old stand, 99 Exchange Street. A large lot or
Jjcvvkluy, Fancy Goods and Toys, which will be
almost given away lor Thirty Days.
fcS^Now is the time to buy.
mchT t2o*

the l ulled state- Hotel and Kailroad
Wharf, foot ot State St. 1 he finder will confer a
taror by leaving the s»m. at this office.
Portland. March Ttb.
mcbTdlw

Tenement Wauled,
to hire four
WANTED
small family. with

flvo rooms, suitable for
good water privileges.
required Address Tenant Box
316, Portland Post OAce, stating price end locality
^
nich£
or

a
Kent iu

Burnham &

Co.,

perfectly

dtf

Wanted.
Jobbing House, iu Boston, to
oue who eaa bring a good Cash Trade.
A liberal compensation will be
given. Address Box 3113
Bostou, Mas*.
nielli eodSst*

kinds of

The public

arc

A
hand

Mattresses
—

invited to call aud examine.

persons having in. their possession goods,
merchandize, or other effects from or belonging
to the steamer Bohemian, are uotifled to deliver
them w ithout delay into the custody of an Inspector
of Customs at this port, at chambers over the store
of Jeremiah Howe, No. 2o Commercial Street, or
they will iu all casts be dealt with to the extreme
1 WASH Bl'RN,
rigor ol the law
For t laud, Mai eh 9, 1804.
d3t
Collector.

ALL

FOR SALE.
CLOSE AN ESTATE, Schooner “Sarah
Wooster,” 172 tons, fore and art rigged, be-

TO
liev.d

to be sound—fitted up last fall at an expense
of one thou«aud dollars, with uew sails, rigging and
spars; carries loO M lumber, and h a good sailor.
N. J. MILLER, Jit
Apply to
mcnO d3w
over 92 Commercial Street.

Superior Family Flour.
of superior Flour; suitable for
|" BARRELS
use.
Also a few
of Baldfamily

cin aud Greening
wash price by
fcb26, eod4w

in

SALESMAN

a

Wanted.
family that
BUAUD
for
gentleman and
in a

a

has

son.

no other boarders,
Address
the Preee office.

WOMEN,

make Army Drawers

Also good Pant Basters
in tbo shop to make AMMT
PAS T.1
N«ue but goo.) workmen wanted. Apply at the
rooms in Pit EE STHKET BLOCK, over the
store
one do-r north of Tolford’e. No work
given oat or
taken in Monday furenoonaor Saturday afternoons
Mr-'itdtr
8. W HLNTINiiTON.

Wanted.

!\f EN ont of employ, baring a small capital, will
XvX rind it for their advantage to call at 236 Congress street, near New City Ballding.
|an8«f
W W TED
»»d Women to *eli a New Article, unsurVI
ifX pus .tl for oconoiuy and coutenience. used
in every family.
Agent* making *3 to $6 per
day. Sample* -tent fret* bv mail for 36 Ceuta Addrew*
L. DKESe KU,
feb20 3w*
Box 133 Portland. Me.

Matrimonial.

dyspepsia,
complaint,

barrels
for sale at the lowest
JOHN PU RINTON,
No.183 ForeSt.

Apples,

Copartnership.
mUE undersigned have this day formed a CoJL partnership under the style of Colley, Burn-

ham A ('o aud will contiune the Furniture Busiat the old stand, 368 Congress St.
J. C. COLLEY,
TX W. BURNHAM.
W. H. COLLEY.
March
1864.
mcli2 d3w
Portland,
1st,

ness

a

rinse.

Ain

By Blootriolty
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy
and move with the agility aud elasticof
ity
youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities rtmoved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied lorin to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; th * accident a of mature lilt
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
an active circulation maintained.

leap with Joy,

Who have cold hands and feet; weakma ost chs
lame and weak backs; nervous and sick headache;
dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and constipation of the bowels; paiu in the side
and baek; leucorrhoca, (or whites); falling of the
womb with internal oancers; tumors, polypus, aud
all that long train os diseases wifi dud in Electricity a sure meaus of cure. For painful menstruation,
too proftise menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with youug ladies, Electricity is a certain
specific, and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer
to the vigor of health.
RP* We have an Electro-Chemical Apparatus for
extracting Mineral Poison front the system, such as
Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, Ac. Hundreds who
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak hacks, aud various other difficulties, the direct cause of which, in
nine oases out of ten, is the effect of poisonous drugs,
oan be restored to natural strength aud vigor by in*
use of from five to eight Baths.
Office hours from t) o’clock ▲. x. to 1 F. M.s 14
• ; and 7 to 8 F. M.
Consultation Free.
)y14 lsedt

'*•

feb27thd2w.*

FOR SALE & TO LET.
A

91,800!

dwelling house, with land sufficient for •
Ifood garden, located in the upper part of tha

•lull]

city, will he 'old tor the stove amount.
Apply to
PRKXTISS LORINli.
Portland, March 7.
dtf
Dally Prvrs office.

Beautiful

Sen

by

Copartnership

Notire.

undersigned have this day
nership under the firm of

Fit HE

A

fount da

.). M. KNIGHT &

Iffrpiwtli,

JOSHUA BLCKNAM.
On board Steamer Forest City.
desire also to sell two building lots uear Randall’*
Comer, in Westbrook. For particulars ana terms
of sale
apply to R. ti. York k Son. or to 0 F Dana,
1

>

Portland

uicb3 d2m

To Let.
iu secoud story of store No. 169 Middle
over stole occupied bv Samuel Kollo.
SAMUEL HANSON.
Enquire of
febl5 eodtf

OFFICE
street,

A

1\
ou

Saif* Koom to Let.
spacious and detirable Sal*-- Room to let on the
second floor iu the new RYANS BUILDING,

Middle St

it

applied

for

immediately

WARKf.N SPARROW,
No. 71 Middle St., cor. Exchange^
For Naif.
located lot of land bdouging to the
late John West, ou which the

Adeaireably
heirs ot the

bouse was recently burned, situated ou Fore Street.
No. 21, and running back to Slum er St.
Kuqnire ot
Edwaid Howe at tho rooms of his son, Mr. Georgs
M Howe, No 112 Middle street up stairs.
March 4. 1864.
mchfi Swvod

copart-

SON,

Residruce

and a half acres of land frouting on
the waters of Casco Hay, about a
mile beyond the Marine Hospital.
_1* Is exactly opposite Diamond < ovt
au'l being situated on a bend of the rbore
teaching
into the sea, oommauds a due view iu
every direction, embracing the wide Bav towards
the wooded islands directly in trout, the Forts and
Lighthouses, the opt-u ocean through tho channel a
portion of Portland Harbor, the hill of Munjoy and
toe Marine Hospital.
It is a very desirable place, not
only for a person
of taste, but also for any one following the sea tor
aliviug There Is u^on it a cove suitable to lay a
boat safely, and a wnarf uoar by.
It must uud win be told venr
cheaply, as 1 am
about to change my place oi residence

Dissolution.
solved
mutual coDseut. The attain* of the late
firm will be settled by S. 1>. Euight, at No 2 Lime
street.
S D. KNUU1T,
H
V. FROST.
Portland, March 1,1864.

Shore

lor Sale.
A story and half House, with four

mcb5dtf

F11BE copartnership herttofore existing under the
-I style of KNKaUT A FROST is this day dis-

mar-

feet in height, of light complnxiou**
und of good habit*
l'lesae add re**
W.
KOBEKig. Headquarters Q. M.
Dpt. 3d Brigade. 1st, Div, 3d Corj.s, Washington. D.
six

oomplaints.

pbolsterers,

368, Congress Street,
prepared to do all kiuds of Cabiuet and Upholsltky work, at the shortest notice. All

on

advance II

STREETS

eleven months
city. During
that we have been in tov*u we have cured some ol
the wont form* of disease iu person* who have tried
other form* of treatment in vain, and curing patient* in so short a time that the question i* often
asked, do they stay cured ? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not .-tay cu»ed, we will
doctor the second time tor nothiug.
Dr. D. ha* been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
phyiiciau
Electricity is
adapted to chronic disease*
in the form of nervous or sick headache ; neuralgia
In the head, neck,or extremities: consumption,when
in the acute stage* or where the lung* are uot fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scroiula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs.
paisy or paralysis, at. vitas' uance, deafness.stammering or hesitancy of speech,
iudigesconstipation and liver
piles—we curt
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the ohest, and all forms of female

t\>n.

-constantly

in

between

some

HKATU, Commanding

Cabinet Makers and I

hours pleasantly situated,

convenient lur one. or two small families
Address A. M. P. Box 346 P O
incli8 sdtf

announce

to Naval KeuUezvous foot of

Colley,

March II, 1864,

THE AFFLICTED I

Medical

Seamen aud Lau^iueo.

Look!

•

""

Subscriber would be pleased to enter into
to the citizen* ol
respectfully
THEcorrespoo
donee with
Portland and vicinity, that he ha* permanentrespectable and in,
Seamen, lyWOULD
telligent >oung Lady of Maine with riew to
located iu thi*
the

Wanted One Hundred

J. P.

HALL,

-OH-

13-3 Middle Street,

feblOdCw

BAD,

Will be given at

LANCASTER

TO

United States Navy!

Apply

newspaper and

__

S IT afV W,

Ordiuury

BRASS

CAPS.

HATBAND

i’ompositora—lor

job-work—male sod female- wanted at THIS
OF Fl( L. to whom the highest
stages will be paid
Portland, March », labt.
dkwdw
an.

To

On which occasion thnre will be 15 dance*
Dancing music by Chandler's yuadrille Band. Promenade music by the Brass Band.
Tickets ‘docents to all parts of the house, to be had
at tbe door.
inch? td

style*

at

WANTS; LOST,FOUND

1,000

Under the direction of

CAMP

Friday Evening,

H

M

~WANTEDI

Promenade Concert

Coloring, Whitening

SPRING

at 10 o'clock A

Furniture, including I urpeta.
Nola. Rockers, Parlor Chairs. labl.s,
Beds, Mattresses and Bedding. LookingBedsteads,
(Hasses
Buts aus Chamber Setts. Btov.,(
(.lass. Wooden. Stone and Tio Ware, and Cutlery
a flue old fashioueil side
Boards, Ac., Ac.
At 12 o’clock, HI barrels Flour
mebb td*
HENRY BAILEY A CO., Auct’ra.

Opening lecture by

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,

H

March

clock r. M., on tire premise, a
house on Congress street, near lha
on
lot
Observatory,
recently purchase* by the city
House to be removed- Term* at sale
HENRY BAILEY * CO.,
luclii
Auctiouppri.
o

oue

at

aud White washing promptly
attended to. |y Orders from out of town solioited.
fell 12 d2ra*

a®d Extension

nna

cen.n— ror

PORTLAND.

Chamber sets: Mir-

<>**•*. (,,rd

Stone. Wooden, iron and iju
<j0O*
Stove, KpfriKt rator. Sec., he together with a ireneral assortmenr of Kitchen
Furniture. House **
for exauiiuation early, morning of tiele
C

MALL !

bv l lie young and talent id lli-. Kvnns, from
Euglaud, and one by
I- wo

BltOWN A CUOCKEK,

Tor Kale.
Hume .nit large lot of land on
f|-HK
1
Monument and

tb. corner ot
W.tt-rvllle Mreel, in Portland,
will be told at a bargain, to dost* an estate, it
i- made before the tenth of March next.
S. L. UARLETON.
Inquire of
fcbSS d3w
No 80 Midcle Street.

application
of Labor.
j. II. SIDDONS intending to return to
will be happy to reiu
April,
Europe early

Scarcity

MR.

ceive Commissions to obtain artizans and other classes
ot workmen for such Portland manufactories as may
stand iu need of hands. Mr. Sbldon will l** iu Portlaud. ou Mouday the 14th, and will call upon any
parties who may iutermedately express a desire to see
him. Mr. Siddous'address is No. 3 Cambridge St.
Boston.
mchSdl w

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
AND

DKAUICS IN

COUNTRY
NO.
Between
J.

M.

2 LISE
Fore

STREET,

The aunual meeting of the

Cape Kli .‘ibeth Steam Ferry Co., for the choice of
officers, aud other business will be held at the counting room of Joseph W. Dyer, iu Portland, ou Mouday, March 14, 1364, a* 10O’clock in the forenoon.
C. A. STACK POLE, Clerk.
Portland, March 5 1864.
mchT dtd*

KMIOIIT.

B. D.

lieu’ Molasses.
BUDS,
j
NKW MOLASSES,
SS TIKSCK8, I
« BBLS,
i
from

tobWd'Jw

Briy

Cburleua

Kor *al«

by

(JEuKUE 8 HUNT,
111 Commercial Stitet.

Association for Lectures and Debates will be held at
the Library Kooni.ou Friday evening, Match
11th, at 7J o’clock.
tfUKNTlON POR DISCUSSION.
Rtiolvtil. That modern Spiritualism is a heresy
that has failed to establish its claim* to a Spiritual
origin, has not been productive of good, aud ought
to be rejected by an eulighteued community.
incbl* dtd
H7“The public are invited.

Notice.
person* having Bills against the Portland
Fire Department, are requested to present them
ouor before the doth lust for settlement,
H C HAKNKS Chiaf Engineer
mold* dtd
Pottiaud, March tfth, 1964.

ALL

MM

STOKE TO LET.

KNItiUr.

liiohlO dtf

I7I. X. 171. A.
The next meeting of the M. C. M

q-U

No PIT Cumberland Street, now occupied
Isaac lugersoil.
Inquire of
ST. JOHN SMITH.
dtf

HOUSE
by Mr

aud Commercial Streets.

ELIZABETH STEAM FERRY CO.

County

lauding

To Let.

PRODUCE,

Portland, March 1,1864.
CAPE

At a Court ok Pkobatk held at Portland, within
and for the
of Cumberland, ou the first
Tuesday of March, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
TWANOY E. C. NASH, widow of JOSEPH NASH,
Ax
late of Portland in said county, deceased, haviug presented her petitiou that administration |oii
the estate of said deceased may be grant to Daniel
W. Nash of said Portland :
It wat Ordered, That the said Petitioner give uc*
ticetoall persons interested, by causing notice to be
three weeks successively iu the Maine
State Press, priuted at Portland, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland,
on the first
Tuesday of April next, at teu ot
the clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
auy
they have, why the same should not be grauted.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true copy, attest,
10 w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

published

Library Association,

MEW CITY

BRAt'KKTT.

^

Wanted.

given under the management oI tin-

Mercantile

feblo dim

palmkk.

mch7 eod4w#

Silk, Twist, Button*. Binding*, Thread*, Pin*,
Needles, Cutlery, Edging*, Stationery, Laciuga,
Tape, Elastic*, Beits, Combs, Suspenders. Toy*, Ac.
DRESS AND TAILORS' TRIMMINGS.
me hi eodRm

A

Will be

Trimmings,

L.

Yodet

ror.

-OH-

And all styles of Ladies’ and
tiegls' Skalss and
and Straps, many other style goods to numerous to
mention, all oi which we can sell at prices to suit customers.
Being manufacturers of mest of theso goods, we
shall take especial pains to give our customers reliable goods, and as low as can be bought elsewhere.
All orders by mail promptly attended to
CALL AND EXAMINE OCR STOCK.
J.

in

,wo

JA.

TEMPERANCE !

VALISES.
Sole L-ather Valises,
Neat’s Leather Valises,
Valias's
Sheep
Enamelled Valises,
Canvass Valises,
Composition Valises,

144 MIDDLE STREET.
m.

L.

Enamelled Cloth,

DURAN.

at

LADIES

twenty-live years

DYE

TO

of sick and wounded

A COURSE OF THREE LECTURES

ALSO,

R.

JtS •

LEAP YEAR

M.

N O T I C E

corner

March 1, 1864.

Trunk

X)a

LANCASTER HALL, on Friday Eve'u, March 1*.
The Committee of Arrangements desire to express
the wish that all ladies, who can make it convenient,
will appear in Calico Dkk*8. And also that tie/
invite the gentlemen—select thtir partners—pay the
hillt, aud in every way possible improve their acknowledged rights of Leap Year.
Committer of Arrangements--Mix* Nettie Kimball, Mrs. Lovmia Freeman, Mis* Adeiia Thomas,
Miss Etta Spoliord, MisxSar»h IV Martin, Mi-sAddi*
Mist Henrietta Palmer. Mrs. Kli/a otevena,
Sprague,
Mr- Maria Harmon. Mr*. Mary T Libby, Mrs Eliza

Haversacks,

...•ll.ttt

who has had
the

(0UCOK .SORB

OF

Railroad Bags,
Foeket Bags,
Carpet Bags,
Enamelled Bags,
Ladies' Travelling Bags,
Ladies’ Morocco Bags,
1 adies' Reticules,
School Sa chets,
Shawl Straps.
I runk Straps.

Imitation Trunks,
Folio Trunks,
Kansas Trunks,
Tacking Trunks,
Hand lruuks,
Money Tranks,
Medicine Trunks,

N. H.

Malden Dye He use,
and comes highly recommended by the Barretts,
Will take charge of the Dyeing department at the

D U N N

Leather
Leather
leather

Furniture, Lounges

#

SIMMONS,
MR.experience
iu

Ueuteel Furniture ut Auction.

one

ARE

given to

nicbodtd

urla,u.*C’rockcry,

W. Knight, Miss Martha A Tongue. Mi»* Loretta
P. Dean, fy Tickets fl, admitting one Lady aud
Gentlemen ; Ladies tickets, 25 cU to be had ol
the Committee, at Paine’s Music store, and at R. L.
Robinson s, under Lancaster Hall.
mch9 dtd

Street,

ANUFACTUKKKS

NOTICE.

d.

THOMPSON.

BRACKETT,

!■ rench Trunks,
Sole Leather Trunks,
Ladies’ Trunks,
Jenny Lind Trunks,
Sheet Iron Trunks,
Zinc Trunks,

Elijah Wheeler,

A. D. Smith,
C. II Kicb,
J, J. Gilbert.
F. M. Candey,
H. Kobinson',
Thai T. IV Beal.
W. H. Phillips.

CALICO
DRESS BALL,
benetit
Soldier*,

For the

a

First Class Skirt and Corset Depot.

lw

Mayor Me Lei Ian
Hoeea I. Kobinson,
James O. Brown,
l'hillip IF Brown,

C.

■

€■ RAUL

side exclusively for

DURAN A

Y

tlie interior of the

HOSIERY & GLOVE STORE,
one

ARRANGEMENTS,

Tickets—Gents 60cent-. Ladle* 25, for *ale by
tne Committee aud at Paine/ Music Store. CroHMi.au
A Morrison’s Lowell A Scoter’.* J. J. Gilbert'* ',U
St. Lawrence Street aud at the door.
Door.* open at 7, Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock,
mchio td

,

Fob. 18 1664.

Munuf'ttcturiug Boy's Clothing

inch B eod3m

COMMITTEE OF
Ex-Gov Washburn,
J. B Brown.
John Lynch,
T. C. Mersey,
Dr. Cha*.Thomas.
J. II. Barbcrtck,
John H. Hall,
E. L Sweet.
Wm. II. Ithodas,
Edw. Hodgkins,

155 Middle St.

entire satisfaction

CLOTHS FOR BOY’S WEAK.

Cutting

It is hoped that those who
appreciated the exertions
Mr. Chandler to furnish music Tor our
citizens,
will turn out and give him a
greeting that will be
lor bun to remember while
away irom hi*
ome helping to cheer the Union
boys, Mho are
tightiug the battles of our country.
The testimonial was devised and will be under the
immediate superintendence of the
following

A. H. Gale,
F. G.Bich,

-AT—

of

Eugliftli, Freurli, German, St'Olrli

light liarnessea.

\VE '!'?]* *' *“»**»■ Wednesday. March W.
re.s.to!.l,''C<H'k “,*•byM L»* 11llou». No'.all:IT7theTong
Kurlitromb,
ulture in l‘;iHC,CU,,“
part of Brussells.
thraTnlr himh"* conM»,|n*
OH Carpets: Bureaus; Bed

Ol

Eleasaut

SPRING STYLES,

to their

and Su.nme» Goods!

H.

Central,..1374

BONDJSj

fob’.*; d4 wis

mch5 eod8w#

Spring

On which occasion hi* New Band, attached to
tlie 29th Maine regiment, will
appear in their
new and
elegant uniform, ( with new instrument*,; aud play Promenade
M .'8io during the
evening

Chandler's Quadrille Band Furnish Music
FOB TWELVE DANCES.

feb‘25 (14w

Who ban been authorized to EnliM lor all the
Regiments and Batten s new aud old in the held,

ship bags.

Pacific Mail.237

New York

Hr

».% MIDDLE

to call at

Wholesale,

ran ton Com pan y. 63
Ouicksilver Miuing Co.f. ®|t
Cumberlaud Coal Company preferred. 80

ROLLINS

Natiou's foe.

FANCY GOODS HOUSE,

Market,
Niw York, March 10.
Second Board.—Stocks better.
United States 6-20 coupons,.110
Uuited States one year certificates new. 991
Missouri 6'a. 72}

WEAR,

-AT-

l

ONE

Freights to Liverpool—lower; flour Is 74d®ls 9d

Stock

GENTS’

City Hall,

TUESDAY EVENING MARCH 15th,

-TO It-

Oak Bireet, between Congress and Free Bts.,

Burning to Avenge their Country's Wrong.
Now in your time to

arranged

for the war,"
to give biiu a Fare-

«RAND

oodtojun

HO EVERY

elation.

wheat in

FURNISHING GOODS!

PLAIN AND

STREET.

Tallow-firm ; sales 200.000 lbs at 12JC lor cxdra
Westeru aud city, and 13*18(c for Butchers A-so-

grain 4£®fid tor
Wool—quiet.

New

con-

FJtBSH ttUODS It It CKI USD

on

work liar ness, 2

'>1

-AND-

GOODS

£reat variety, and suited to the tastes of all,

760 hhds New Orleans 14 a 16c
160 bbls New Or-

hi* many fri.uis have
well Benefit at the

TRUNKS.

J

RSKRK BY

88 fur State and 90o>

Coffee—steady.
Molasses—firm; sales by auction
at 44®e6}.
leaps
Naval Stores—quiet and firm.

O T II N

generally,
NO. 6 DOLE’S BUILDING,
Corner Clark and South Water Streets, Chicago, 111.

aud American
Market.
New Tube, March 10.

C

mchy

Produce

CHANDLEK,

Mr. C. being about to leave the city

the purchase and sale of

lor

—TO—

Mr.D. H,

-O<*0-

and fitted

THOMPSON &

noon.
tteie York

to the

at Auc-

Saturday. March 12th, at 10 A. M in front of
ON °W
f itv llall, will lie sold 2 second hand
C’artwo seated beach
ppgyalla,
Wagou, 1 second hand
Concord Wagon. 1 big, 1
pair double Barm-ssce, I

COMPLIMR NTARY

-OF-

cause, created universal merriment.

Kntilaiu

Slyers

LATEST STYLES

The Re-

publicans voted for it, on the yaas and nays
slavery, iu their eyes, is tbe cause of
the rebelion; the Democrats all, voted for it

Harnesses

and

tion-

because

killed.

tien.

put down.

-WHO ARE-

to the train aud oue child
An elevator in the vicinity
caught fire and *150,000 worth of grain was
destroyed, as also the express matter aud baggage ou the train.
were

Carriages

SALES.

E. M. FATTEN, Auctioneer.

tion.

jy A Washington letter says the House
had a good joke,and the joke soon turned
into a general roar of laughter, when Mr.
Schenck, of Ohio, introduced a series of resolutions which everybody voted for, the concluding one of which was, that the causes of

AUCTION

-OW TH*-

number are the

Serious Accident.

Cleveland, Ohio, March. 10.
The express train going west ou the Toledo
Railroad collided with a coal train ou a side
track at lfellevere last night. Two of the

ENTERTAINMENTS.

SPRING OPENING

President,

Burgess, J.^I. Hodgkins,

Reports.

ting forth certain
destruction, at the

MISCELLANEOUS.

B.O.Foster Clerk and Treasurer, James Walker, J. H.

Commission

New York, March 10.
The Commercial's Washington dispatch
I
am
informed
that Sir Francis Head
says:
has written a letter to Secretary Seward, set-

Little Honk
lr,jln
The steamer

kansas.

Washington.

Washington, March

Washington

Carolina—Robot Uarbarliirt.
Newbkhn, N. C., March 7.
Everything is in readiness for the reception
of the enemy in North
Carolina, whose mysterious movements are difficult to understand.
A Kinston correspondent of the
Raleigh
Confederate, in speaking of the hanging on
the 6th inst. of the
twenty-three captured
soldiers belonging to Col. C. H. Foster’s command as deserters fromjthe rebel
conscription,
8&vs tlie urisonera were Appmnminwwi tn
place of execution by a large concourse of
people auil a strong military escort. They
ascended the scaffold with a firm and elastic
step, and met their fate with unflinching fortitude aud determination.
They asked for no
quarter, aud scornfully spurned all overtures
of concession on condition of
returning to
duty in the Confederate service. After making their peace with God, they fearlessly proclaimed their readiness to die for their country, agaiust which they said they had been
forcibly conscripted to fight. A more sublime exhibition of loyalty to the old
flag was

you

JTTMr. Collins enlisting Agent for this
city, has enlisted several of the men who came
over iu the Nova Scotion, whose fighting propensities were so slrikinyly developed ou
Wednesday. If they understand handling
the musket as well as the brick-bat they will
make good soldiers.

New York, March 10.
The Richmond papers of the 8tli state that
the Bristol Gazette of Saturday
says positiveIh't Longstreet is again advancing towards
ly
Knoxville.
It says, iu a week a great battle
for the mastery of East Tennessee will have
been fought, or the Yankees will have retreat-

Adjourned.
from \orth

_

Goods Seized.—Two men, who were takiug off a quiuilily of valuable goods,on Thuis-

Items from Southern Sources.

very eligible Store now occupied by Mr. E.
Little, uude-Mechanics Hall, it to be leased
for a term ot three or rive years.
Fuquire of
ti. L. HAIl.EY, 42 Exchange, St.
feb26 iseodtf

f|1U E
1 h

BOUNTIES & PRIZE MONEY.
§25 llonuty for Nine Months' Volui tetrs,
flIOO Bounty lor Soldiers wounded in Hattie.
are
to obfaiu §25 Bounty for Nino
w ho volunteered under
'*
act of July. 1862. Bounty of $loO iOr Eoidier* dis«*
usds
received in battle obcharged on account of
tained (if paper.-* ou file are correct) in three weeks
tune
Special atteutkm given to the collection of
Prize Money, and claims against Government.

prepared
WE Month
Voluuteers,

SWEAT & CLEAVES,
mobs dtf

(>ouna«Uors at Law,
No 117. Mid 'Is St Massey'% Row,

INSURANCE.

RAILROADS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

York A Cumberland Kullroad.

River,

Portland for Saco

Morrill's

Mills, do

baccarappa,

do
do
do
do

P. X.

P. M.

8.00
8.11
8.18

1.60
2.06
2.13

8.28

2.20

8.36
8.62
9.00

2.36
2.66
3.06

6.30
6.42
6.49
6 64
6.06
6.22
6.30
P. X.
3.30
8.38
3 65
4.07
4.11
4.18
4.80

A.M.

Saco River
Portland,
Buxton Centre,
do
do
Gorham,
for

of teaching, aud citizens of other cities have testified
to the same. Diplomas will he awarded for thorough courses. Able Assistants secured. Bartlett’s
Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
adhered to as regards not copying. Certain times
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.—
Come alt who have tailed to be taught a busiuess
hand-writing and 1 will guarantee to you success.
Applications solicited for Accountants. Separate in
struction given. Students can enter any time. Separate rooms for Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intricate accounts adjusted. Ladies and Gentlemen that
detdre to take lessons, or a lull, or a separate course,
in either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography Higher Mathematics, Civil Engineering, Surveying, Native Business Writing,
Commercial Arithmetic. Correspondence, Card
Marking, (and touching lrom printed copies and
Text Hooks win be avoided please call, or address
the Principal.
tt. N BROWN.
Portland. Oct.2.1833.
oc29 eodfteowl
--v-

Wholesale and Retail

AUCTION

Cumberland Mills,
Morrill's.
Arrive at

Woolens of all desciiptions, Dress Goods
in variety, Linen, t rash Towelling,
Covers,Ac, Table Cutlery, Plated
Ware, Jewelry. Yankee Notions aud I’ ancy Goods,

amH

JHE59HBIStation,

7.4<> A. M.
For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.10 p.m.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. m., and
arrive in Portland at 8.30 a. m. Leave Bangor at
7.25 a. M., and arrive In Portland at 2 00 p. m. Both
these trains connect at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. X., and returning is due inl’ortland at 1 p. m
Stages connect with trains at principal stations,
daily lor most of the towns North and East of this
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.
line.
decl4
Waterville, November, 1868.

Portland to Skowhegan.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
1868.

Commencing Nov. 9,

Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Sunday* excepted) as fellow*.
Leave Portland for Bath, Augusta and Skowhegan
at 1 OOP. M.
Leave Skowhegan for Augusta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 36 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and Skowhegan daily.
B. 13. CUSHMAN, Superintendent.
Augusta. Nov., 1863.
janl tf
TRUNK

GRAND

Commencing Tuesday, February
GEO. L. PEIRCE,
ICtb.

feblti dtf

Purchaser for Eastern Account
ov

Island Pond at 1.10

Chicago,

Illinois.

R*FUA*ircK8—Messrs. Maynard ft Sons; II ft W
C. H. Cummings ft Co.; S.G.Bowdlear
ft Co.; Cn&rlus A. Stone; ilallctt, Davis ft Co., of
Boston, Maas. Cashier Elliot Bauk,Boston. J N.
Bacon, Esq., President Newton Bank, Acwton. C,
B. Cothn; Warren Ellis ft Sons, New York City.
Jy» ’68 dly.

Chickenng;

CITY or PORTLAND.
Sixty-four.

An Ordinance

Carriages.

Amending

uu

Ordinance concerning

ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen, and ComCouncil ofthe City of Portland, in City Council assembled, as follows:—
Sac no» 1. The seventeenth section of the Revised Ordinances concerning carriages, is amended
so that said section, as amended, ehall read as follows ;
Sec. 17. The prices or rates of fare to be taken by,
or paid to the owner, driver, or other person, havng chargeof any hackney carriage,except Omuibusses, shall be as follows, that is to say, for carrying a
Be it

mon

passenger from one place to another, within the
City, between the hours of four o’clock A. Maud
eleven o’clock P. M. not exceeding thir tv-five cents;
to four o’clock A. M.
and from eleven o’clock P. M
not exceeding forty-five cents: for children between the ages of four and twove years, if more
than one, or if accompanied by an adult, half price
is only to be charged for each child, and for children
under four years of age, when accompanied by their
or an adult no
charge shall be made.
Every owner, driver or other person having charge
of any hackney carriage, shall carry with each passenger one trunk, aud in adoitiou thereto two arti-

parents,

cles, such as u valise, carpet bag, box, portmanteau,
bundle, or other similar articles used iu travelling,
if he be requested to do so, without charge or compensation therefor ; but for every additional trunk,

such other articles as are above named more than
two, he shall bo entitled to demand and receive five
cents; If any driver or other person shall demand
or receive any greater sum for their services, as
specified in this section, he. or they shall forfeit and
pav fov go doing a penalty of twenty dollars for
each offense.
Sec. 2. Thii ordinance shall ink* effect and be
in force from and after its approval by the Mayor,
or

lit Board
This bill

having

of

Mayor

Aldermen, I
(

and

March 8.1864.
been twice read, passed to be

or-

JACOB McLELLAX', Mayor.
In Common Council, March 8, 1804.
This bill having been twice read, passed to be ordained.
TiiOS. E. TWITCH ELL. President.
JACOB McLELLAX.Mayor.
Approved,
dained.

mchh dtw

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,
fir it

Collection Dietrict qf State of Maine,

S2 Exchange Street,
roKTLAMD, July Kth,

Internal Revenue

1883.

Office

a

following

ol
at

NATH’L J.

MILLER. Collector

cemaie

and 2.80
m.

and

take and leave passengers at way

trains leave Portland and Boston

daily.

FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
oc31 edtf
Portland, Oct. 80,1863.

MOTHERS AND MARRIED LADIES
The following from Dr. FAY is worthy your notioe.
Asa general remedy for Female Complaints this
*
Cordial* is a very valuable c,ue, but by the Profession it is esteemed more highly for itm good result
duriug Confinement in relieving the great suffering
attendant upon childbirth. 1 acknowledge with Dr.
Smith that much of my success iu midwifery in due
to tho use ot this medicine. It strengthens both
mother and child. In each cases 1 follow the directions of Prof. King, by allowing my patients to
use it a few weeks previous to conlin-'ment, as
by
the energy it imparts to the uterine nervous system
the labor will be very much facilitated, and removes
the scraps which mauy females are liable to. No
woman, if she knew the great value of this
Strengthening Cordial would tail to use it.”
I have received numerous testimonials from different parts of the country where usid. Knowing
the good it is capable of doing, I w 11 warrant every
bottle of my " Cordial” to be satisfactory iu its results.
The following symptoms indicate those affections
in which the Femme StnvyUumny Corcial Las
•*

proved invaluable:
Indisposition to Exertion, Wakefulness, Uneasi-

ness, Depression of Spirits, Trembling, Loss of
Power, Pain in the Buck, Alternate Chills, and
Flushing of Heart, Dragging Mutation at the
Lower Part of the Body, Headache, Languor, Aching Aloug the thighs, lntoJerence of Light and

STEAMBOATS.

•

charges, Leucorriuca

or

Customary

Whites, Scirrhus

or

Ulcer-

ate btate ot tne Uterus,
Sterility, Ac
No better louio can possibly
put up than this,
and none leas likely lo do harm, and it is
wholly ot vegetab.e apen ,, and -upI, aa we have
known to be valuable, aud have u.ed for mauv
3
years.
PRICE, Seventy-Five Cents Per Bottle.
Sold by Druggists generally ; aoo, seut to
any address free, on r-oeipt of price.
Be sure and get that pr« pared at the New
England
Botanic Depot. 106 Hanover St. Boston.
GEO. W. SWEPT, M. D., Proprietor.

l’c

mchS

II. II.
eodfim

International Steamship
FIRST

DOLLARS will be given lor the detection
FVE
and conviution of any uprson
personsstoaliil
or

Pftfjfroa the doors

subscribers.
PUBLISHERS OF TEE PRESS,
of

INSURANCE

POLICIES,

WITH

!

ANNUAL_PAYMENTS

Tlie Mutual

Life

Ins.

Co.,

YORK,

OF NEW

With the large cash fund of

TRIP

and St

EasfjMfrt

TEN

MILLION DOLLARS,
has always granted Policies

TEN
uu

iMuii'

in ui-

iuiu

hilt'

viuer

uii)

Company in-thin Country
Abo issues l'olicu-ts payable at anv given age during the life, or at the decease of the insured.
These policies, an aH others w ith this great Company, are continually increasing in vam-aud amount,
and with its present large inve-tments, which are
constantly accumulating, at the rate of more than a
million dollars per annum, it may reasonably be expected that the sum insured will double iUelf within
a few years.
Apply at office 31 Exchange street,
W. D. LITTLE, General Agent.
fel!3 STfcT fcweomGw

the agency of the following well known
reliable and prompt paying Companies, 1 am
prepared to take Kirk Kikks at the Lowest Kates of
other sound Compaiiirs to the amount of $100,000
if wanted.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Oo.
CANADIAN A U. 8. MAILS.

Western Hass. Insurance Coin’y,
Capital

and

uo°l■

™

SATURDAY, March

12th,

—Cabin

according

to

To be succeeded by the steamship NOVA SCOTIAN on the 19th of March.

Forest

THE STEAMERS
City, Lewiston and Montreal

Will, nntil further notice, run ns
follows:
wTTWirPin Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at7oTclock I\ M., and India Wharf, Boston,

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

every

at 5 o’clock
Friday,
rare in
on

and

I*. M.

Cabin.$1.60
Deck. 1.26

Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one

passenger for

Feb. 18,1863.

every #600 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.

Portland and New York Steamer#
S K MI-W KKK LY

LINE.

HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital and Surplus.*300,000.
North Am. Fire Insurance Co.,
Capital

and

The

splendid

and

Capital

Steamships
"LOCUST POINT," Capt..WYLLrrr,
a,,d “FOTOMAC,’* Captain Sukk-

K&zStzrSSa wood, will,until further notioe,

ran

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
1 hese vessels are titted
up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most
speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $7,00,
inoluding Fare and State
as

Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta. Eastport and St

John.

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 3 P. M., on the day that
thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Brownrs Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West8treet,
New York.
Deo. 6.1803.
dtf
Dissolution.

copartnership heretofore existing under the
THE
firm style of PUINNEY k CO., is this day dissolved
mutual

consent. “The a If airs of *he late
will be settled at F. A. Howard’s, under
Lancaster Hall, by H. M. Phinney
Having this day sold to Stuart & Co. our stock in
trade, wo would cordially recommend them to our
friends and former patrons as worthy their patronage and coniideuce.
PUINNEY k CO.

by

concern

fit HE undersigned have this day formed a copartM. nership under the firm style of STUART k CO.,
aud will continue the Stove and Furnace business
n sll branches at the old
Hand. No. 171 Middle
CHAELK8 H STUAKT,
D. H. 8TEVEN8.
jau21 dtf

Coparlitcnsliip Notice.
d»y adniittid AMOS L. M1LLETT
as an equal partner in my Grocery business.
Hereafter to. business will be conducted under the
style and name of WILSON k MILLE1T, at the
old stand. S72 Congress street.
WILLIAM L. W1LBON.
Portland. Jan. 1. IfVA.
jau2-lv»teodtf
tills

C07^

STEPHEN II. NORTON &
tftutf Painten. fcrtintn, Glatien, and Paper
Corner

our

Amman

Lime and Federal Sit
a. bobtob,

)atd3m*

Co.,

Surplus.*250,000.

Fire

Ins.

Company,

OF NEW YORK,
Capital

Thames

and Surplus,.*460,000.
Fire Insurance Com’y.

NORWICH, CONN.,

OK

Capital

and

Hugen,

Portland, Me.

taa t. BBACKBTT.

patent

Cherry,

superior

Falmouth, Me., Aug. 10,18C0.

Messrs. 8. W. Fowl* F Co.,—
GentsFor e long time I have suttered more or
less with that distressing afflctiun—J'hthysic—mi its
worst forms, and have resorted to various so calh d
remedies, but to no purpose as affording the desired
relief.
of inv sleep by reason of tin* severity of the disease, it was only too evident that 1
was fast breaking down under it.
I restored to Dn.
WiUTAE'fl Balsam or Wild Cbfrry with but
little conlidcnce as to its curative proiierties, but the
use
of one bottle has entirely lid me of this
monster; and to the public 1 eao safely commend it
as every w ay worthv their confidence.

Deprived

ilost respectfully.
8.

a

pathological

or

It will in

(with the exception of very
where the roots, germs and sheaths
away, or, by reason of age, become

all cabkb

New and

a

■■

%

STORES, MERCHANDISE, DWELLINGS,
BARMS, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE and ether
taken at

Soodproperty
iree
Jive years.

favorable rate lor one,

highly

or

W.U. I>.

LITTLE, Agent.

Grow th !

Restore the
grey to its natural color; stop and prevent the hair falling
off—causing it to become moist,
soft and glossy.
It will gradually darken light and flaxen hair
without rfysinu it or stuininp the
skin—being free
from silver and other injurious chemicals, and
truly
beneficial to the hair in all its phase*.
TKV IT, and be assured of its superiority over all
other preparations.

l’KEPARED ONLY BY

HENRY A. BERRY, Chemist,
229 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me.

DU.

J.

B.

RTEA81RY DEPARTMENT,

First National Bank of Portland,
County qf Cumberland and State of Maiue,
has been duly organized under and according to
the requirements of the act of Congress, entitled
“An act to provide a national currency secured by
a pledge of United States Stocks, and to provide for
the circulation uud redemption thereof/' approved
February 25, 1863,and lias complied with all the provisions of said act required to be complied w ith beiu the

commencing the

busiuoss of

Bunking:—

I, Hugh McCulloch, Comptroller of tbe Currency, do hereby certify that the
First National Bank ol Portland, County of Cumberland and State of Maiue, is authorized to commence

Price 60 cents per bottle.

jan23 dly

Lyon’s Periodical

Drops!

PRIVATE

AT

Lyon’s Periodical
AS! BKTTKtl THAN

Drops!

ALL

Periodical

Drops!

-ARE-

Sure to do Goodand cannot do Harm.

the business of

Banking

uuder the act afore-

In testimony'whereof, witness my band and
seal of office, this twenty-ninth day of Jauuary,
1864.
(
1

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
The (iivat t'cnuile Remedy

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!
THAW ALL

PILLS,POWDERS f QUACK PREPARATIONS

skai. of

(

office

)

HUGH McCULLOCH,
of the Curreucy.

Comptroller

ARE SURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT
DO HARM.

Lyon’s

Periodical

Drops

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Lyon’s

Periodical

ARE VETTER THAN
AND

Drops

ROOMS,

Temple Street,
privately,

standing or recently coutracted, entirely removing
dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well earned reputation,
oi his skill and suefurnishing sufficient aasuranoe
w
ooss.

perienced general practitioner, having neither, op-

nor time to make himself acquainted with
portunity
their pathology, commonly nusrues one system of
treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate

antiquated and dangerous

weapon, Mer-

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

Insolvency Notice,
NOTICE is hereby giveu that the estate
of Edward B. Jack, late of Westbrook, in tbcounty of Cumberland, deceased, having been repe
resented to the Judge of Probate as insolvent and
insufficient to pay ail the just debts which said deceased owed, the uudersigned have been appointed
Commissioners, with lull pGKcr to receive and ex-

PUBLIC

amine all the claims of tin-several creditors to said
estate. .Sx months from the fifteenth of
A. D. 1863, are allow’ed to said creditors for bringing
in their claims and proving their debts. The Commissioners will meet at the office of the County Commissioners, iu Portland, from 2 to 6 o’clock y. m. ot
the second and last Saturdays of the following
months, viz: October, November, December, 1863,
and Jauuary, A. Ii. 1864, and in the allernoou of the
and 15th day of March, 186«,
15th day ot
for the purpose of receiving and examining the
olaims of creditors of said estate.
HIRAM H. DOW,
1
KKUBEN HIUU1NS, toln

September,

I

oo6dlawfcwtmobl6

All who have committed an excess of any kind,whetiter it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence iu matureryeais,

SEEK FOR AX ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the w hole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, lor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

]

PORTLAND.

STORE TO

LET,

lin-

StOck and Fixtures for Sale.
eligible
THESmall,
lor
aa

Store now
Boot and

a

occupied by

Mr.
Shoe Store, with

J.
an

manufacturing auo repairing, No. 77
apartment
York, St., is to be leased for a term of three or five
A rare chance is offered to auy one wi lling
years.
to enter tbe buaiu***. The stock consists of a
gen-

eral assortment of Boots, Shoesaud Rubber!, which
is offered at cost f)r 3*) days to o’oae the concern.
Any information wanted cau be obtained of tbe
subscriber on the premises.
JAS. SMALL.

Portland, March 1, 1864.

mcbl eodtf

man.

THIS II Y UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

Young Men troubled with emissions in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young men with the above disease, soine of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and
their friends supposed
to have it. All such c ises > leld to the proper and
only correct course of treatmeut, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

youth,

by

There are mauy men at the age of 40 or 60 whoarp
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a
Huartiug or
burning sensation, and weakening the system iu a
manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary dep. eit> a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. 1 here are mauy men w ho die of th^g
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing iu a plain manner a description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will

bo forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Address.
No. 6 Temple St., (corner of Middle] Portland.
Ur*8ond stamp for circular.

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.
HUG HES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicincsare unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is upeciflo and
aertain of producing relief in a short time.
X.AD1ES will find it invaluable In all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may betaken
with perfect safety at all times.
8ent to any part of the country with full directions
DB. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. I Temple Street, oorner of Middle, Portland.

DK.

desiring

N. B.—LADIES
may oonsnlt one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

own me.
ance.

say that

by

your

skill I

am a

perfectly heal-

Joe up a

f Maine Depot, Portland, Me.

Davie.

REMARKABLE CURE OF A CASE OF DRO
S f CURED B r MRS. MAXCMESTER.
This is to certify that I have been cured of the
Dropsy of fifteen years standing by Mrs. Manchester. 1 have been to physicians in Boston, New York
and Philadelphia. They all told me that
they oould
do nothing for me, unless they tapped me, and assured me that by Upping I oould live but a short
time. I had made up ray mind to go home and live
as long as I oould with the disease, and then die.
On
my way home I sUyed over night in Portland with
a friend of mine, and told them what
my mind was
n regard to my disease.
They finally persuaded me
to go and sec Mrs. Manchester. She examined me
A

This is derived chiefly from the food
if the food is not properly digested or

uaa not Dt-en

In hed at
night before this for two years. How I can lie down
with perfect ease. I hare taken her medicine for

eight monthi,

and

to

ilgni

be, and

that

are

eren

if

no

aoie to lie down

am aa

of

well

aa

dropay.

any i—» could wiab
I would adrtao all

alck to go and conanlt Mrt. Manchester,
they hare been giren np by other physicians. I hare sent her a number of cases of other
diseases, and the has cored them also. Oo and
for yoarselres. 1 had no faith, bat now my fkith
cannot be ihakedin her skill in telling and oaring
disease.
Cana lbs 8. Hannon,
Sanaa K. Hannon,
Many A. Hannon.
Bangor ;Maine, April id.

Onion Hovu—From 8 A. X. till 1P.M.
anslf inAontal ad

dispoeed

A T W

0 0 D

dedcinoy

a

BITTERS

QUININE

BITTERS

The Great Female Itemed?.

Is the

IRON IN THE BLOOD.
reatoring it to tho ay item, ia like trying to
foundation la gone
ouly
discovery of that valuable
combination known aa PRRUl IAX SYRUP, that
the great power of thia VITALIZING AGENT
over diaeaac haa been
brought to light.
a building wheu the
repair
It ia
•ince tho

The Peruvian

Syrup,

The

Syrup

Peruvian

a Pro toe ted
Solutionjof the PROTOXIDE OP
IRON a New Discovery in Medicine that
Strikes nt tke Rent ef Dleenee, by supplying
the Blood|with its Vital
Principle ev Life
Klenaenl I ON.

Is

This ia the secret of |tbe wonderful tacceea of Hu*
remedy in caring DYSPEPSIA, LlVk.lt COMPLAINT, DROPSY. CHRONIC DIARRHEA. BOILS. NERVODB AFFECTIONS. CHILLS AND FEVERS,

HUMORS, LOBS OF CONSTITUTIONAL VIGOS, DISEASES

Improve

JanldAwly

the

Facilitate

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

originating
in

accompanied by DEBILITY

but

infilling

uro p rmaneut,
strength, vigor und
■ mw Lina into all parti of the system, abd building
an
IKON CONSTITUTION!
up

It iian eaeellant lubitilute for
where a itimulnut ii needed.

IT

Tbe
numeu are taken from our pamphlet
of teitiraonlaii, which will be teat tree to any

fullowing

Rev. John

Plerpoat,

Phillips,

all

Appetite,
Digestion,

Vigor to every Organ of the Uody.
Thereby imparting Health and strength
There is no remedy so good in

11. li.

8

Her. T. Starr King,

Marcello Aranda, M. D.,

Kinney, M. D.,
H. Krndall, M. D
Her. Gurdou Kobim.
W. R. ChUbolm, M. D.,
Rev. Sylvanui Cobb, Jote AatonioBanchee. H D.,
Rev. Ephraim Nate, Jr., A. A

At

whole,ale

by

report of the Sanitary Commission say i;
It is wise and prudent where ague and ft vert
aro prevalent, that every man should take a dose
of Quinine Bitters at lea>t once in twenty-tour
hour*. This will curelr serve as a safeguard
against disease. It bas been practiced iu Florida
aud elsewnere with undoubted benefit."

by

Miss D\x, at the head of the
ment Washington, writes:

aug22 eodly

"I

Hospital Depart-

would again, at this period, say that your
Tonic is used, aud that sevoial Burgeons
giments much approve of it."

Quinine

of K«

WOtttt AliB COAL
CHEAP FOR ( ASH !

Capt.

Walters.

8ani*#on, of the U. S. Army,

Prepared ai

"The Bitters did

CHEAP COAL.

$9.50

«.

PRIME LOT CHESTNUT COAL $9.50 V TON,
SPRING MOUNTAIN. LKilH.H, HEZILluN,
SUGAR LOAK. OLD COMPANY CEIIK.H. LOCUST MOUNTAIN. JOHNS, DIAMOND, \YFIBSTER and BLACK HEATH. These Coals are of the
very best quality, well screened aud
warranted tu give satisfaction.

picked,

an

immense amount of good
’or instance,

number of sore throat, oi diarrhi a., of
and chills and fever, were cured by it."
a

SOFT

dyeentary

Surgeon Gen. Wm. J. Dale say#;
I esteem it an iuvaluable remedy iu various
forms of debility," Ac.

and

lebls edod A

WOOD,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
COMMERCIAL STREET,
OOItMKR

PORTLAND

estate;
WISHES
House and land

No. 28

High Street,

PROPRIETOR.

o

Pleasant.
About six acres of land in Westbrook, three miles
from Tu key's Bridge.
One acre of land in Capo Elizabeth, opposite
M ssrs. Sawyer’s garden, under a high state of cultivation.
A farm of seventy acres on Chebeaque Island, well
wooded and watered.
Hope Island, w hich ueeds no recommendation to
those acquainted with it.
Terms easy.

garding Hope

of Daniel
Island aud the farm

Enquire

Morse. Esq., reon Chebeaque.

Du. Duugix, intending to take a tour for his
health, is very desirous of settling all his business
leaving, and earnestly requests all persons

before

having unsettled accounts
call aud adjust them.

or

notes

to

make

an

early

febl5eodlm

Book Card & Fancv Printing
HJCATLT KXKCBTKD

AT THE 0FFI0E OF THE FRER

FOB

LAST.

AT

Remedy

ROOTS,

BARKS

AND L BA VBA

CHEROKEE REMEDY, XI* great ndian Diuetio. cures alt di 'eases of the Urinary i gans. such
as Incontinence of tbe Urine, Iuflamation of tho
jKidneys, Stone in tho Bladder, Stricter*, Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended is
those cases of /7uor .iibus, tor Whites in Females)
where all the

elduauyrous

medicine* have lhMed.

prepared in a highly
dose only being from one to
times per day.
It is

concentrated
two

form, tho

tcaspoonfuls

three

It is diuretic aad alterative ia its action; purifying
and cleansing the blood, causing it to flow in all its
origiaal parity and vigor; thus removing from tho
system ail pernicious causes which have induced dis-

or

Mutut to the

should be used in

CHE HOKE K

HEM ED

Y, mod

with that medicine in

conjunction

(ionorrhea, (iltet, Fluor Alims or Whites.
healing, soothing aud demulcent; removing all scalding, beat, ehoadeo and pain, iustead
of the burning and almost unendurable pain that is
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack ityec*

all

cases of

Its effects

are

By

the

REM ED I' and
MNJECTION-tbe two medicines at
time—all improper discharge*are remot eJj
nse

of the CHEROKEE

CHEROKEE
ths

same

restored to

and the weakened organs

are

speedily

strength.
For rail particulars get
drug »tore iu#the country,

onr

pamphlet

full

vigor

and

address,

a

or

write

us

from

and

we

any
will

full treatise.

Price. CHEROKEE REM ED Y, 92 per bottle, or
three bottles for

96.

Price, CHEROKEE INJECTION, $2 per bottle
or three bottles for 96.
Sent

by Kxpress

to

any address

on

receipt of the

price.
Sold by all druggists, everywhere. ^
UR. \V. R. MKRWIN JL Ce.,
SOLB PROPRIRTORS,

No. 69 Liberty St., New York.

AT

Til

Scotch Canvass.
11" BOLTS—from the factory of David Cor_LvJ\ sar A Sons, Leith—a sail-cloth of superior
quality—just received per “Hibernian", and for
sale by
McGlLVERY, RYAN A DAVIS.
161 Commercial Street
)au21 dtf
Seed.

CyCk/Y' Lewistou bag" Timothy seed for sale by
sm'jyj THOMAS SHAW, 113 Commercial St.
mch4 dlw

Physician

&

Surgeon,

EJ/"» COURT STREET,corner of Howard, Bostusi
i, consulted daily from 10 until 2. and from •
to 8 iu the evening, ou .11 discos of the Urinary
.ud fjeuital Orgaus, Scrofulous AtTcctions, Humor,
of .11 kiuds, Sort's, Ulcers .i*l Eruplions, female
twenty
Compl.iuts, Ac. An experience of over
years’extensive practice enables Dr. M. to cure ml
the most difficult ewes. Medicines entirely voxel.'
Die. Adtici Fsi«.
who is thoroughly versed In the .ffllctiv.
Mrs. M
maladies of the sex, c.u be consulted by ladies,
ratieuta furnished with board aud experienced

OO

....

Boston, Aprit 2S,lsaS.
For Sale.
double brick House and lot kuowu as tha
Westbrook Semiuary Female boarding house,
situated ou Stevens’ I’latus, on the Hue of the Forest Avenue Horse Railroad, two miltt Irom thucity.
The premises may be examined
Lot 6 by IS rods
Esnear the prrwby calling ou W. B. tioodrich,

THE

U

Cure!

Cherokee

fcbl9 eod 3m

Timothy

corner

OOCOUT

19 Central Street, Boston,

PIER,

DK. O. E. D( RULT
to sell* the following parcels of real

3m

CHEROKEE INJECTION.
COMPOUNDED PROM

feblOdt,

BROTHERS,

CO.

t

by all Druggliti.

weow

AND CHAS. H. ATWOOD.

delivered to any part of the city.
OrricK Conn sac IA L St., head of Franklin Wharf.
S. ROUNDS dk SON.

IIAKKIS

char*

SETH W. FOWLEk CO.. ISTremoitit., Boa ton;
J. P. DIN8MOKE.W1 Broadway, New Tork;

Sold by all Druggiata,

Also lor sale best of

1I4UD AM)

diiuaiei,

Specif c.

a

by N. L. CLARK

heretofore

mail free to any

says:

ainougthemen uudermy command; as,

$9.50.

cheonic

naniLITT, if is

lions.

F

W.

Ilnyee. M. D..

EM* There can be bat one stronger proof than the
testimony of such nm as these, and that Te x r Enrol A
trial. It has cured thousands where other
remedies hare failed to giee relief, and inratidl
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial,

IT:

**

llay A Co., Port laud.

Johnson, II D.,

Rouwell

ease.

WHAT IS SAID OF

per Dottle.

Druggi.t,.

Lewii

Warren Burton,
Rev. Arthur B. Fuller,
Rev.

Cherokee

The

by

Hraady

or

WILL—

NO SOLDIER SHOULD BE IN THE
FIELD WITHOUT IT.

Sure to do Good and cannot do Harm.

loo

addreei.

DISCOVERED

THE OHEAT FEMALE ItEMEDT

-ARB-

LOW

n

(•ooel New* lor the l' ai'ortu aat e.

LANQUOR AND DEBILITY,

Lyon’s Periodical Drops,

or

8TATE OF THE 8 YSTKM.
Being free from Aloobel in tny form, its energizing
eject are not followed by corresponding reaction,

best Aromatic

whether general, or following acute disease. Con*
vsieneentN from sickness will find it a most excellent restorative aud agreeable exbilerant.

Lyon's Periodical Drops

e

BAD 8TATB OF TIE BLOOD,

S

(live tone to the Nervous System.

-ARB-

Are better than all Pilli, Powders,
And Quack Preparations.

all diseases

and

brought before the public.
—

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

FE

M ALE Comp'aints,

THE LONG

Ever

ARB BBTTKR THAW ALL

BURK TO DO GOOD AM) CANNOT DO li AKM.

oftbe KIDNEYS

BLADDER

fc

TONIC AND STOMACHIC

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS
Pills, Powders and Quack Preparations.

diseases occasioned by

cure

of

—For Sale by—

QUININE TONIC
TONIC

bat

without

aclerlicd

ATWOOD'S

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

eat-

to disease.

take medicine to

To

For DTurnraiA and all
’

we

if, from any
whatever. the necessary quality of iron Is not
taken into the oircuistiou, or become reduced the
whole system tuflert. The bad Hood w 11 irritate
the heart, will clog up the luugs,
stupefy the braio.
will obstruct the liver, mud will seed its disease
producing elements to nil parts or th system, sad
every one will suffer iu whatever organ may be pre-

osnse

or

my case exactly.
much astonished to

was so

IB

IRON.

me

think that she told me
oorrectly, that i told her that 1 would take her medicines, not having the least lhith that they would
me any good, or that I should get the
slightest relief
from any course whatever; finally 1 took the medicine and went home. In one week from the time 1
commenced taking the medicine, I had over three
gallons of water pass me in seven hours; and my fellow sufferers may be assured that it was a great relief

ALL PILLS. POWDERS

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO

TO THE LADIES.

Ibion F. Harris, l‘
enj. F. Harris
Jec25 d&w3tn

truly

hy

Sure to do Ciood and cannot
do Harm.

For dale

slight

feb4 edlw law2m

briefly

can

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
Are

Price, $1
HAVE CONFIDENCE.

MIDDLE AGED MEN.

WILLIAM

others

my oase—I was taken siok about 18
months ago with the Liver Complaint in a
very bud
form. 1 applied to four different
physioians, but received no benefit until I called on you. At that time
I had given up business, and was in a
very bad state,
but after taking your medicine for a short time 1 beto
and
in
two
gan
recover,
months 1 was entirely
well, and had gained several pounds of flesh, and

CAUTION TO TIIE PUBLIC.

Every intelligent and thiuking person must know
that remedies handed out from general use should
have their efficacy established
well tested experience iu the bands of a
educated physician, who-o preparatory study tits him tor all the
duties he must fulfill; yet the country is flooded with
poor nostrums aud cure-alls, purporting to be the
best in the world, which are not only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be fa rtioULAB in selecting his nhv&ician. iu it i«a
incontrovertible fact that many syphilitic pa*
euts are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians in
practice; for it is a point generally conceded
y the best syphilographers, that the study and management of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful iu their treatment and cure. The inex-

use of that
cury.

to

QUACK MEDICINES.

the

NO. 221.

ST. JOHN SMITH, President.

This is

so me.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

may be of service

case

BLOOD

similarly afflicted, I hasten to give it to you.

I

BBTTKR

around

OXS OF THE OREATEST CURES on RECORD.
Mae. Manchbhtxb—Dear
Madam:—Thinking a

and told

ARK

is able to be

She also

every effort which lies in her power to benefit her
patients.
Sabah 1.. Knights,
Gnotion Knightu,
Abby K. Knights,

Boston

Pilltt, Powders A Quack Preparation!.

Lyon’s

daughter

my

MEAT

OF THE

and

he can be consulted
and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours daily, from 8 a m. to 0 r. m.
Dr. 11. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising *trom
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he ieels warranted in Guarantskino ▲ Cube in all Case®, whether of
long

WHERE

now

try her medicines.

to

me

rides ten or fifteen miles without any trouble or inconvenience,and
1 think in a short time she will be restored to
perfect
health. Since my daughter has been
doctoring, 1
have heard of a great many cases that Mrs. Mancbts
ter has cured. I think if any perron deserves
patronage, it is the one who tries to preserve the health
of the siok and suffering; and 1 know that she uses

HIS

MEDICAL

No. 5

time, which encouraged

the house all of the time.

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

thkkefobe

said

to

HUOUESi

general

Office ofthbComptrollkbufth»Currknct# )
Washington, Jauuary 29, 1804.
VirHEBEAS, by satisfactory evidence presented
*
to the undersigned, it has been made to apja-ar
th«tthe

the last resort, to go and see Mrs. Manchester, and
did so; and to my great surprise she told me the first
ause ol the disease, and how she had been from time

statement of my

beautifying and preserving the hair,
A SPLENDID COMPOUND,
composed of vruktablk extract*, containing no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined and
highly perfumed.

LIFE

electricity applied, but all to no effect; but she coni
tinually grew worse. 1 came to the conclusion, as

Ehma Knights.

Preservative and Dressing
Berry’s
For

THE VITAL PRINCIPLE

live years, and by a number ot physicians of all
kinds; and she has had twenty-one applications ol

Brunswick, Maine, August ttk.

H. H. HAY, junction Free and Middle streets.
General Agent lor Maine, l’rice *1 per bottle,
fc^bold by Druggists everywhere.

Is well k town to the Med)
otl Profession that

daughter of mine troubled with

a

spinal disease, for which she had been doctored for

BV

Set

feblS MWkF &weowGw

ter last March with

1 did so, and

Healthy

IRON IN THE BLOOD

No. 6.

CASE OP SPIXAL DISEASE CURED
This is to oertlty that 1 went to see Mrs. Manches-

coire

disorganized ) promote

Clapp’s Block,Room

A

diseased state to

and condition of health,
by working upon the roots
and papiilteccuus secretions,
the hair
with that nutritious element insupplying
w hich the blood is
deficient, and removing the accumulated excess of
dandruff and humor, making a most
Delightful
Dressing, well and agreeably perfumed,thus affording a desirable article of iutrimdc value lor the Toilet.

have all

Mrs. Man-

consulted at

chester may be

Wistard'* Balsam of Wild Cherry

Febltj eod 3ui.

mended to the notice of the afflicted.

oom

No. 11

NATURAL COLOR

aged people,

ALL

IMVALI DR!

constantly receiving unsolicited testimonials ol
astonishing cures performed by her. Among
many reoently received are the following, whioh are

the

Renovator and Restorer of Hair
In

TO

MRS. MANCHESTER

BEING A TRUE

I. MERRILL.

by
regularly

Surplus.*160,000.

February,

Copartnership.

1HAVE

Insurance

HARTFORD, CONN.,

and

Hunhattan

fore

fast

»

o

MEDICAL._
IMPORTANT

!•

standaid preparation that hah been thoroughly
its composition is in strict accordance
with hygienic rules and scientific principles—-is not
the ephemeral produciion of a day, but the result of
long and patient study, expeiiineut and research,

18tested;

Devoting

Surplus,.*410,000.

England Fire

Nets

Now

m

Balsam

CAB 01 FOCHD

OF

accommodation) #60 to #80;
its equivalent.

Steerage, #30. Payable in gold or
For Freight or Pas^ago apply to

member of Congress from Maine, bas
us to use his
testimony in favor of
by the following certilication,
forwarded through Dr. Bust, of South Paris.
1 have tried Wistab's Balsam of Wild Cherry for au exceedingly troublesome
cough. The
effect was all that could bo desired. The use of less
than one bottle relieved me eutirely.
Among great
vareties of medicines which 1 have used, I have
found none to equal
Wistur's." Its curative
properties in cases of cough, I regard as invaluable
K.G. GOODEN OW.
From R. FELLOWS, M. I).
U,LL' N u Nov. 3, 1800.
8. Vi tOWLE A Co.,—
Although I have generally a great objection to
medicines, 1 can but say in justice to Du.
Wistar'b Balsam of Hild
that it is a
value for Pulmonary Diseases.
remedy of
1 have made use of this preparation for several
years, and it has proved to be very reliable aud efficacious in the treatment of severe and
long-stauding
coughs. 1 know of one patient, now iu comfortable
health, who has taken this remedy and who, but for
it* use, 1 consider would not.now be living.
K. FELLOWS, M. D.
Irom R. T. QUIMB Y, M. A. Principal tf the 4‘.\Vtc
I pstcitch Appleton Academy
New Ip*witch, ft. II., Oct. 4, i860.
Messrs. 8 W. Fowls A Co.—
Genilomen,—This cei tides that for more than fourteen years 1 have frequently used Dr, Wihtar'b
Balsam of Wild Cherry, for Coughs, Colds, and
Sore Throat, to which I, in common with the rest ef
mankind, am subject, and it gives roe pleasure to
say that 1 consider it the very best remedy for such
which I
am acquainted.
cases, with
1 should
hardly kuow how to do without it.
Be* poet fully yours,
K. T. QUIMBY.
Mr D, H. TEAGUE, of Turner Village,
Writes the proprietor* of this great remedy a*
follows
Tubner Village, Me., July 31,1860.
Messrs. 8. W. Foui.k A Co Boston.
Gents:—1 do not hesitate to recommend Dr.
Wistar’.h Balsam of Wild Cherry, for coughs
and pulmonary aflections, having used it iu my
for many ytar* with gnat satisfaction; indeed it has done more good than all the other remedies 1 have tried, and their names is leeion. If all
the patent mootcines in the market possessed but a
portion of the merit of this excellent Balam. there
would be no occasion to condemn them as humbugs.
This medicine is also used by many ol my lriends
and acquaintances in this town, and they have found
it invaluable; and 1 hope that others u ho suffer, may
Yours respeotfullv
give it a trial.
D. U. TEAGUE.
From a Highly Ret pest able Merchant.
a

Wietar's

Surplus,.*250,000.

Fire Insurance
Company1
OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital and Surplus,.8600.000.
Herr Ini ill's Insurance Compuny,

City

j»The steamship ST. ANDREW, Capt.
£ Anft Scott, will sail from this port for Liver-

Stovr

Formerly

RUFUS K, GOODE NOW,

kindly permitted

FITTSFIELD. MASS.,

OF

OF

RETURN TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED
RA TES.

Hon.

Seth W Fowle & Co., Boston.
Sold by all Druggist* and Dealers iu Medicines.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
Capital and Surplus.*1,000,000.

OF HARTFORD, CONN

Passengers Booked to Londonderry,
Glasgow and Liverpool

preparation, besides the
of the Cherry, (lore av
commingled with ito ther ingredients of like value,
thus increasing its value ten fold, and
forming a
Remedy iryose power to soothe, to heal, to relieve,
and to cure disease, exists in no other medicine
yet

tS PRKPAKKI)

Plia-uix Insurance Company,

BRUNSWICK,7,

CAKK VINO THE

Office,

NO- 31 EXCHANGE STREET,
ESTABLISHED IN 1843,

The superior sea-going Steamer

“NEW
Capt. E.
B. Winchester, will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot of State Street, for
Eastport anti St. John, N. B, every Monday at 6
o’clock, P. M.,frem and alter March 7th, until further notice.
Returning, she Mill leave St.John for Eastport,
Portland and Boston every Thursday morning.
All freight for St. Andrews and Calais will
go from
Eastport by tailing vessels for the present.
Freight received up to 4 o'clock, P. M Mondays,
fob 10 dJim
C. C. EATON, Agent

this

faintly

PREMIUMS,

ANNUAL

auuuua^t'uus

of

HAVING

John, IV. B.

HAIR RENOVATOR

—

Company.

-FOR-

composed

HAY, Agent, Portland*

LIFE

Fire & Life Insurance

bound,

Pale Countenance. Derangement ol he
Stomach and Bowels, Difficult Breathing, Hysteria,
Ac., Ac.
It la * specific remedy in all Uterine Disea>es,
Chlorosis ot Green hick ness,
Irregularity, Painfulness, |Profuso or Suppression of
Dis-

CHURCHILL, Agent,

LITTLE’S

COIAL.

This Medicine is of long tried efficacy for correctdisorders incidental to the feminine sex.
ing
That the afflicted may feel assured that this Cordial
is truly valuable aud worthy their confidence,' not
one of those secret compounds
purposed to destroy
healthy action, 1 add a lew tesiimouials from physicians whom all, favoring the EJectrie and Reformed
Practice ot MffiRcinc, respect.
DK. WILLARD C. GEORGE,
formerly Professor
in the Worcester $Icd»cal College, and President of
the Electric Medical Society, Mass., speaks oi it iu
the follow'ing terms:
*‘I have ueod tho Female Siren ytheniny Cordial
similar to that preparation
by DR. GEO. W
SWEPT, 106 Hanover Street, aiid 1 regard it as
one of the best Medicines for Female
Complaints
that can be found.”
DR. J. KING, Author of*' Woman: Her Diseases aud thtir Treatment,” says.
“This Medicine app-arsto exert a specific influence on the Uterus.
It is a valuable agent iu ail derangetneuts of the Female Reproductive Organs.”
DR. SMITH, President of the New York Association of Botanic Physicians, pays
*■
No Female if iu delicate health,elioud omit the
timely use of this valuable Cordial. 1 owe much of
success
in midwifery to the use of this Medimy
cine.’’

J. C.

*

fi orilsuMl anu Bouton Line.

STRENGTHENING

Total Assets,
93,025.879 74
Amount of Liabilities for Losses not
due or adjusted,
#175.411 84
Amount at risk, estimated,
116.616.479 Of
TUOS. A. ALEXANDER, President.
Lucius J. Uakdkk, Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1863.

ARRANGEMENTS,

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 a.

Iu

virtues

oiscoverul,

The Capital Stock is.#1.500.000
and with the surplus is invested as follows:
Real estate, unincumbered,
#87,903 18
Cash in hand, on deposit, and in agents'
hands,
216,950 56
United States Stocks,
512,847 60
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds, 669.460 00
Bank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047,270 00
331,960 00
Mortgage Bonds,
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co's scrip, 1862-3,
16,886 00

by the payment

11. A A. ALLAN,
No. 6 Grand Trunk Railroad Passenget Depot

Less than #50 at par.
$60 to 810(M', 4 percent, discount.
$1000 aud upwards, 6 per cent, discount.

requirod

ON

F. M.

Freight

as

the Laws of the State of Maine.

1, A ROE ACCUMULATIONS,

r. m.

this class of complaintsis well known ;
so great is the good it has
performed,
aud eo great the popularity dfc has

acquired.

NON-FORFEITING

Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.
Trains will leave the Starjanran Passenger
tion, Canal street, daily, (Sundays executed) as follows :
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8 46 a. M. and 2.30

stations.

last named, and most to
dreaded disease in the whole catalogue. The power of the '* medica,
guoi" of the Wild Cherry Tree over
ho

SHAW, Agent, 102 Middlo Street.

OF HARTFORD, COiN.,
On the 1st day of November, A. D. 1863,

TEN

tome

lead to the

WILLIAM RAYNOR, Secretar.

by

season, from

ever

SAMUEL BROWN, President.

NOT SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE,

a. m.

during
cue, how
slightly developed, of the above
symptoms—a neglect of which migh
a

Insure Building*. Merchandise. Household Furniture. Rent*, Lease*. Vessel* on the Slocks, nud other Personal Property at me Low-

RAILROAD.

Portland at 7.90

There is scarcely one individual in
the community who wholly ^soaped

Pathological

I

11

^

a

T H K

COASil U P HO Y.

Capiial S200.000,

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH

6.00 v. m.
These trains will

Exchange

STATEMENT OF THE
iGtna Insurance Company,

Berry’s

Throat, Lungs and Chest,
EVEN

MORE TESTIMONIALS!

B.P.JH.R.

FOR NEARLY

CENTURY,

astonishing success in curing
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throats, Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup, hirer
Complaint Rroveyitis. Difficulty of Breathing,
Asthma tf every
L
*
Affection of
f

OF NEW YORK.

EDWARD
oct27 lyeod

USED

A

with the most

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

For

*immi*dlately after the arrival of the
Tran, oi in* previous day from Montreal.
Pfthsage to Londonderry, Glasgow aud Liverpool

Stamps.

having been made
depository
Revenue Stamps, the publio will bo supplied
THIS
the
rates:

as

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 8600 additional value.
C. J. BUY DOES, Managing Director.
U. BAILEY, Superintendent.
*
Nov. 4,1863.
nov6

Leave Boston for

HAS IIKEN

INCLUDING

p. x.

WINTER

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and

American

9, 1863,
except-

Down Trains.
Leave Island Pond for Portland, at 0 a. x.
Leave South Paris for Portland at 6.46 a. x.

generally.

WILD CHERRY
HALF

MEDICAL.
_

—OF—

The

deefi dtf

follows:
Up Trains.
Leave Portland for South Paris at 7.40 A. x.

Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
and oheapest routes. No. 162 SOU I'H WATER ST.

oolleodly

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.

Dn and after Monday, Nov.
trains will run daily, (Sundays

ed) until further notiae,

LOUB, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

No. 102 Middle Street.

ARRANGEMENT.

.WINTER

nMKjgrjSap

J. W. SYKES,

EDWARD SHAW-Agent,

RAILWAY

Of Canada.

Auction aud Commission Merchant.

Stewart, Auctioneer-

THE

MEDICAL

WISTAR'S BALSAM

est rrte*.

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
for Lewiston and Anburn, at

rnaw]

I

Company insure against
loss or damage by Fire, Buildings, Merchandize and Furniture, on terras as lavorable as it can
be done by any solvent Company. Policies issued
for One, Three, or Five years.
J. L. CUTLER, President.
J. H. WILLI AMS, Secretary.
Maine Insurance

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

ROOM!

PORTLAND, ML.

P.O.Box 471.

7.00
7.08
7.15
7.30 11.46

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.R.

shall be in the constaut receipt of, and will sell
every afternoon and evening by public auction,
the following lines of goods in quantities to suit:

W. P.

9.80
9.40
10.00
10.16
10.22
10.30

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Ho. 86 Fox Block, Exchange Street,

<

6 12
6.46

M.

A

The 1.60 P. M. train out and the 9.30 A. M. train
into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger
Cars attached.
Farr s 6 cents Jess whon tickets are purchased at
the office than when paid in the cars.
dtf
DAN CARPENTER, Sup’t.
Oct. 22, 1863.

OPENED

JUST

6.oO

at

do
do
do
do

Saccarappa,

14,1*64,

A. M.

at

do

C umberland

Gorham,
Buxton Centre,
Arrive at

Hanson Block, Middle St., No. 101.
Scholarships good iu any part of thoSUnited States
ne Principal has had 20 years experience; is always
on the spot, and attends to his business; and promises, as during the past 12 years, no pains shall be
•pared iu the future. Five hundred references of
the first class busiuess men, with
many others of thif
city, will testify to the practical utility, capaciousness and completeness of my systems and manner

AngiiMta, Maine.

On and after Monday, March
Trains will leave as follows:

rajnMQ

COT

MAINE INSURANCE

WINTKJt AUKAKGKMKNT8.

_MEDICAL.

For particulars apply to WM. L SOUTHARD.
No 78 Commercial street, or K. HAMBLIN*. No 148
mchd d8w
Commercial street, Portland.

I

XDI A.\ M K n l C / .V

COXirOl'XDID

BcTOTa.

FROM

BARR.

ABD

LBAVBB.

unfailing cure for Spermatorrhea, Seminal
WcAluMi, NocturBBi Emissions, .ml all disease#
cruwiI by self polutlon; .uch u Lorn of Memory,
Universal Laselt ode, Pains la the Back, Diiuueas oi
Vision, PromRlur* old Age, Weak Serves. Difficulty
of Breathing. Trembling, Wakefulness. Eruptionc
on the Face. Pale Countenance. Incnntly, Cousumptiou, and nil the direful eomplainM caused by doAn

from the

paitiug
This
one on

path

medicine is
which all

a

can

of nature.

simple vegetable extract, and

rely,

ax

It ha. boon u«ed in

our

for many yean, and, with thousand* treated,
it hex not fatted in a tingle tnxtauee. ltx curative
pow er* havo been lutficient to gain victory over the

practic*

met stubborn tut.
To those who have trifled with th.tr constitution
until they think themselves beyond the reach of

medical aid, wt would say, Dripairmil' tha i'HKHOKKK Cl'KK will restora you to health aud vigor,
and after all ijuaek doctors have failed.
For fiill partiealeis get a circular from any Drag
store iu
country, or write the Proprietor*, who
will maiM-re* to auy ou# deeirlng the same a full
treat!.* in

pamphlet form.

Price, taper bottle, or three bottle* for to, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by all respectable druggists everywhere.
itK. W. R. MKRW1N A C*.,
aoLB

f.bb eodfcwly

raorairtoa*.

Ha. It Liberty It., Haw York,

